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Abstract
Since Abney (1987), the DP-analysis has been the standard analysis for nominal
complexes, but in the last decade, the NP analysis has experienced a revival. In this
spirit, we provide an NP analysis for German nominal complexes in HPSG. Our analysis
deals with the fact that relational nouns assign case and theta role to their arguments.
We develop an analysis in line with selectional localism (Sag 2012: 149), accounting
for the asymmetry between prenominal and postnominal genitives, as well as for the
complementarity between higher arguments and possessives, providing a syntactic
and semantic analysis.
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1 Introduction
DP or not DP, that is the question. We provide an analysis of nominal complexes (NCs)1 by means
of an NP analysis in Head-Driven Phrase Structure Grammar (HPSG). That is, we account for
structures with prenominal and postnominal genitive phrases (PreGens and PostGens) such
as (1a) and (1b) assuming that the head of the construction is the noun (NP analysis), not the
determiner (DP analysis).
(1)

a.
b.

Hegels
Beschreibung der
Welt
Hegel.gen description
the.gen world.gen
‘Hegel’s description of the world’

die Beschreibung {Hegels
/ der
Welt}
the description
Hegel.gen the.gen world.gen
‘the description {by Hegel / of the world}’

(DECOW2)
(DECOW)

The NP analysis takes the noun as the element determining the internal structure as well as the
distributional properties of the whole construction. The main approach to analyse NCs like (1)
changed in the linguistic literature from an NP (cf. Chomsky 1970; Jackendoff 1977; Szabolcsi
1983) to a DP analysis at least since Abney’s dissertation (1987) becoming the most widespread
account for NC structures in the 90s and the beginning of the 2000s (Abney 1986; Hellan 1986;
Hudson 1987; Haider 1988; Bhatt 1990; Olsen 1991; Vater 1991; Szabolcsi 1994; Netter 1994;
Adger 2003; Alexiadou et al. 2007; Heck & Müller 2006; Salzmann 2020; a.o.). This change
towards DP was driven partly by theory-internal assumptions, for instance that all phrases have
the same structure qua X-bar theory. Nevertheless, part of the linguistic community – mostly
outside MGG3 approaches advocated the NP analysis (Baltin 1989; Pollard & Sag 1994: 359–376;
Van Langendonck 1994; Sadler & Arnold 1994; Demske 2001: Section 4; Payne & Huddleston
2002; Van Eynde 2006; 2020b; Müller 2013: 88–88; 2020; Machicao y Priemer 2017; a.o.) and
in the last decade, even in MGG approaches, the nP/NP analysis experienced a revival (Bruening
2009; 2020; Chomsky 2007; Georgi & Müller 2010; Chomsky et al. 2019; a.o.).
This article is organised as follows: Section 2 gives an outline of the development of the DP
analysis showing how empirical evidence regarding the parallelism between sentences and NCs
combined with theory-internal assumptions leads to the DP analysis. In Section 3, we discuss
some DP approaches in German. We focus the discussion on (i) the element proposed as D
head, (ii) the realisation of nominal arguments, and (iii) the structures proposed. As a kind of
introduction to our analysis, we first give a short overview of HPSG (Section 4). In Section 5,
we show how an NP approach can account for (i) the realisation of “external” and “internal”4
arguments of the head noun, (ii) theta role and case assignment, (iii) the asymmetry between
external and internal arguments of a noun, (iv) the role of possessives within NCs, and finally
(v) the semantic composition of N head and arguments. Furthermore, our analysis discusses
(and allows for) complex and recursive structures in prenominal position which have been
neglected in the literature on German PreGens. In Section 6, we compare our analysis with
other possible NP approaches in HPSG.

2 From NP to DP: A summary
Within Transformational Grammar, the parallel between nouns and verbs had already been pointed
out by Chomsky (1965: 184–192). The underlying question is – taking the relation between head
and arguments for granted – how to arrive from one form (e.g. destroy in (2a) to another (e.g.
destruction in (2b)), and how the relation between these words must be accounted for.
(2)

a.
b.

They destroy the property.
their destruction of the property

1

We use NC as theory neutral concept for structures called DP in some theories and NP in others.

2

Most examples are taken from the DECOW corpus (www.webcorpora.org ).

3
We subsume frameworks in a Chomskyan tradition under the label Mainstream Generative Grammar (MGG),
i.e. Transformational Grammar, Government-Binding Theory, and Minimalism, a.o. (cf. Chomsky 1970; 1981;
1995).
4
We use the term external argument for ease of understanding. We do not assume external arguments to be
licensed outside the phrase with the selecting lexical head.
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At the beginning of the X-bar theory (cf. Chomsky 1970), the main focus is on the comparison
between the structure of sentences and NCs. The idea underlying a parallel analysis of both is
that a structural position correlates with function. Interestingly, the parallel made at this stage is
between determiner and auxiliary verb (cf. (3) and (4)), with both functional elements occupying
the specifier position of lexical phrases, NP or VP respectively (cf. Chomsky 1970: 210).5
(3)

John proved the theorem.
S

N′′

V′′
[Spec, V′ ]

John

V

N′′

prove

the theorem

past

(4)

V′

John’s proof of the theorem
N′′

[Spec, N′ ]
John

N′
N

N′′

prove

the theorem

In the further development of X-bar theory (cf. Jackendoff 1977: 36–37), the concepts of
headedness and endocentricity are strengthened. In comparison to the earlier stage, it is
assumed that a sentence (S) is a projection of the lexical head V (Vʹʹʹ in (5)) and not an
exocentric structure (cf. (3)). This change leads to a welcomed parallel since the subject-ofrelation can be modelled as a head-specifier configuration in NCs and sentences (Jackendoff
1977: 38–41; 165–166). That is, if John has the same interpretation in (5) and (6), then it has
to be in a similar structural relation to the head of the dominating phrase in both cases.6 Hence,
this analysis strengthens the idea of structural positions reflecting syntactic functions.
(5)

John has proven the theorem.
V′′′

N′′′

V′′

John

T

have

pres

(6)

5

en

V′

V

N′′′

prove

the theorem

John’s proof of the theorem
N′′′

N′′′

N′′

John

N′

N

P′′′

proof

of the theorem

For explanatory reasons, the figures taken from Chomsky (1970: 211) have been simplified.

6
The subject-of and object-of relations in MGG approaches are configurationally defined relations, not
primitives of the grammar (cf. Speas 1990; 7–8) i.e. they describe positions in a (tree-)structure.
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The further development of this approach strengthens the constraints imposed on structures, for
instance w.r.t. binary structures and maximal projections (cf. Chomsky 1986: 2–4; Chomsky &
Lasnik 1993: 527–533). Furthermore – and that is of significant relevance for the DP analysis –
the functional categories COMP and INFL are introduced (cf. Chomsky 1981: 18–19; 1986:
4–6). INFL is a functional category replacing the auxiliary complex (for tense, agreement,
and modality) on earlier stages of the theory (cf. (5)) and marking the relation between a
subject and its predicate. COMP, on the other hand, is justified by the necessity of a position
for complementizers (e.g. that) preceding the subject, as well as for wh-elements normally
preceding a “subject-position” (Chomsky 1986: 5). COMP and INFL display the complete
phrasal structure of lexical elements such as verbs or nouns (cf. (7) and (8)), following the
principles stated by X-bar theory (Chomsky & Lasnik 1993: Section 3.2), in particular: (i) all
phrases (of all categories) have the same structure, (ii) a head is not optional, and (iii) every
phrase can have only one element identified as its head. A welcome effect of these principles
is that sentences can be analysed as endocentric constructions and there is no need to analyse
them as “defective categories” (Chomsky 1986: 5), e.g. as exocentric structures or C′ structures
without phrasal level. Following these assumptions, taking functional elements (I in (7), C in
(8), cf. Chomsky 1986: 73) as the head of sentential structures, and taking the observation that
NCs and sentences show a parallel structural behaviour, logically leads to the analysis of the
functional category D as head of NCs. This analysis is worked out in Abney (1987), but the basic
idea can be found in the literature since the 1970s in some cases following the line of thought
just presented (cf. Lyons 1977: 392; Vennemann & Harlow 1977; Brame 1982; Hellan 1986;
Abney 1986; a.o.).7 The DP analysis was embraced by the linguistic community – not only in
MGG approaches8 – and became the standard analysis for NCs since then.
(7)

Mary saw Penny.
IP
I′

NPii
Mary

I
sawi

(8)

VP
V′

tii
V

NP

ti

Penny

that Mary saw Penny
CP
C′
C
that

IP
I′

NPii
Mary

I
sawi

7

VP
V′

tii
V

NP

ti

Penny

See Abney (1987: 51) and Hewson (1991: 317) for further literature.

8
See for instance Hudson (1987; 1990); Hewson (1991); Netter (1994); Bresnan et al. (2016) for DP analyses
in Word Grammar, Cognitive Grammar, HPSG, and LFG respectively.
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As the development of the theoretical assumptions shows, it is closely linked to the development
of framework internal assumptions, such as the axioms of X-bar theory, their assumption as a
universal part of our language competence, and the strong correlation of position and function.
In the case at hand, the parallel between sentences and NCs as well as between determiner–
NC and subject–sentence relations have been recognised in more surface-oriented frameworks
such as HPSG too (cf. Sag et al. 2003: 64). But one main difference between the two types
of frameworks lies in the way of how pieces of linguistic information are modelled. While
MGG approaches model single morphosyntactic or semantic functions (e.g. number, gender,
tense, agreement, etc.) in different syntactic heads (cf. Alexiadou et al 2007: 227–235) inducing
phrasal structures, surface-oriented frameworks deal with these functions as parts of observable
linguistic objects such as words, affixes, etc. (cf. Section 4). In some cases, this competition for
a “better approach”, i.e. accounting for more data with a more economic system, leads to a
rethinking of the model used. For instance, the necessity of an IP-analysis for German clauses
has been challenged by many researchers, also in the MGG tradition (Bayer & Kornfilt 1989;
Haider 1993; a.o.). Thus, without an IP in German, the structural IP/DP parallel cannot be
proposed, neither in German nor as part of UG.9 In Minimalism, since Hauser, Chomsky & Fitch
(2002), the concept of UG has changed from a rich UG (comprising different modules such
as X-bar theory, Case Principle, Theta Criterion, etc.) to a maximally simple UG reduced only
to context-free recursion (cf. Richards 2015: 804–805).10 This theoretical change dissociated
from X-bar theory, some assumptions about functional projections, etc., leads to a gradual
rethinking towards an nP/NP analysis (cf. Section 3.2; Chomsky 2007: 25–26; Bruening 2009;
2020; Georgi & Müller 2010: 1–3; Chomsky et al. 2019: 22; a.o.). In the next section, the
outline of the theoretical development just presented will focus on DP analyses in German, and
especially on the realisation of PreGens.

3 Discussing DP analyses in German
In German, the prenominal position can be occupied by an element in the genitive – similar
to English. PreGens can be syntactically simple or complex (9) and they are in complementary
distribution with determiners (10). This complementarity suggests that determiners and
PreGens compete for the same position, or at least have “something in common” syntactically
(cf. Adger 2003: 257–258 for English). In the following sections, we discuss the realisation of
the D head, case and theta role marking, and locality aspects of DP approaches for German NCs.
(9)

{Jacobs
/ Des
Arztes}
Behandlung war erfolgreich.
Jacob.gen the.gen doctor.gen treatment was successful
‘{Jacob’s / The doctor’s} treatment was successfull.’

(10)

a.*Jacobs
die Behandlung
Jacob.gen the.f treatment.f

b.*die Jacobs
Behandlung
the.f Jacob.gen treatment.f
Intended: ‘Jacob’s treatment’ or ‘the treatment of Jacob’

3.1 DP proposals with PreGens
One way to analyse German PreGens is to give a parallel analysis to Abney’s (1987)11 for English
(cf. (11)). This has been proposed in Olsen (1991: 47–51). In her analysis, the morpheme -s
occupies the D position, creating a possessive relation between the specifier Jacob and the
complement Behandlung ‘treatment’.12 Olsen’s (1991: 48) analysis treats -s not as morphological
9
Abandoning the IP/DP parallel does not entail neglecting the parallel between NCs and sentences, it just
has to be modelled differently. See e.g. Szabolcsi (1983; 1994) for the parallel between CP and NP/DP, and Sag
et al. (2003: 64) for an HPSG proposal. See also Salzmann (2020: 8–13) for a critical review of the parallelism
argument from a MGG perspective.
10 The concept of a rich UG is still pursued in Cartographic approaches (cf. Cinque & Rizzi 2010). For
discussion, see Müller (2015a: 39–40).
11 Abney (1987: 51–56) discusses four analyses for ’s, all of them assuming a DP analysis. Olsen’s analysis
parallels the one treating ’s as D head. It is worth mentioning that Abney’s analysis does not make a distinction
between PreGens as arguments, modifiers, or possessives (cf. Footnote 12).
12 Olsen (1991: 49) explicitly talks about possessive (and not argumental) PreGens, although the argumental vs.
non-argumental distinction in her examples is not quite clear (cf. Section 5.3.2).
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realisation of genitive case, but as a possessive head (cf. also Haider 1988: 52–55), in this case
a determiner assigning case and theta role to the DP in specifier position (cf. (12)).
(11)

DP
D′

DP
Jacob

(12)

D0

NP

’s

treatment

DP
D′

DP
Jacob

D0

NP

-s

Behandlung

Hartmann & Zimmermann (2003) propose a similar approach. Given that most PreGens are
proper nouns (or proper-noun like), i.e. not complex, they propose – in contrast to Olsen –
that the complete PreGen, e.g. Jacobs in (12), is the D head. In the less frequent cases where
a complex PreGen appears (cf. (13)), they are reanalysed as heads.13 In their analysis, the
prenominal genitive marker -s is not (morpho-)syntactic case, but only semantic, in contrast
to PostGens, which – according to them – bear morpho-syntactic genitive marking (1b). This
raises the following question w.r.t. complex PreGens: Before phrase-to-head reanalysis, what
licenses the combination of a determiner, which is obviously in the genitive, with a caseless
noun (cf. (13) for the representation in Hartmann & Zimmermann 2003: 180)? For this analysis,
a very specific and idiosyncratic construction is needed.
(13)

DP
NP

D1
D1

D
D

N

des
the.GEN

Blauwal
blue.whale

Lebensraum
habitat

-s
- SEM . GEN

Both analyses are similar, postulating that the genitive marker -s in PreGens is (i) not a case
marker and (ii) attached to the (complex) phrase preceding it. These analyses are in that sense
parallel to Abney’s.14 But German and English display some differences w.r.t. their PreGens.
Genitive marking in German is morphological case marking, but a phrasal marker in English (cf.
Haider 1988: 36; Pollard & Sag 1994: 53; Adger 2003: 256–259; Roeper & Snyder 2005: 164).
The s marker is attached to the whole phrase (14a) in English, but not in German, where all
elements of the phrase are genitive marked (cf. (14b) vs. (15)).
(14)

a.
[the queen of England]’s hat
b.*[die
Königin
von England]s Hut
the.nom queen.nom of England gen hat
Intended: ‘the queen of England’s hat’

(Haider 1988: 36)

Furthermore, as argued in Vater (1991: 22–24), the elements in the PreGen do not necessarily
have to be marked with a genitive -s, but they belong to their common inflectional paradigm.
For instance, Kaiser ‘emperor’ belongs to the strong inflectional class, i.e. it has an -s morpheme
in the genitive (cf. (15c) from Haider 1988: 37), but Biograph ‘biographer’ belongs to the weak
13

See also Di Sciullo & Williams (1988: 78–88) for this type of phrase-to-head reanalysis.

14 See Zwicky (1987) and Anderson (2008) for analyses of ’s as inflectional affix or a special clitic,
respectively. However, both accounts advocate a morphological analysis of ’s and not as a syntactic head. This
depends of course on the treatment of functional content (cf. Anderson 2008: 18). In MGG approaches, functional
content tends to induce syntactic structure, while in HPSG as well as in Zwicky (1987) and Anderson (2008) this
is not necessarily the case.
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inflectional class, i.e. marking the genitive with -en (cf. (15a) from Vater 1991: 23), and Königin
‘queen’ does not bear genitive marking (cf. (15b) from Lühr 1991: 42).15
(15)

a.

[des
Biograph-en]
Hinweis
the.gen biographer-gen hint
‘the biographer’s hint’

b.

[der
Königin
von England] unermäßlicher Reichtum
the.gen queen.gen of England immense
wealth
‘the queen of England’s immense wealth’

c.

[des
Kaiser-s]
neue Kleider
the.gen emperor-gen new clothes
‘the emperor’s new clothes’

Thus, assuming (12) or (13) as the structure for German NCs would be problematic since the
PreGens in (15) are, in fact, in the genitive and not in a possessive case or a semantic genitive.
Analysing a genitive morpheme as the D head implies that the whole DP is in the genitive (cf.
Van Eynde 2006: 141; 2020b: 12; Machicao y Priemer 2017: 234; 2018b). But as (16) shows,
Jacobs Nachbar ‘Jacob’s neighbour’ cannot be the object of a verb selecting a genitive NC, but
the subject of tanzen ‘to dance’, i.e. it is a phrase in the nominative.16
(16)

a.*Wir gedenken [Jacobs
Nachbar].
we remember Jacob.gen neighbour
Intended: ‘We remember Jacob’s neighbour.’
b.

[Jacobs
Nachbar]
tanzt sehr gern.
Jacob.gen neighbour.nom dances very willingly
‘Jacob’s neighbour likes to dance.’

Reviewing these data w.r.t. distribution and case-marking, it can be said that German and
English are similar in allowing a complementary distribution between determiners and NCs
in prenominal position. But they are different w.r.t. the nature of their genitive markers, i.e.
phrasal vs. morphological.
Sternefeld (2015: 209–213, 2009: 587–589) takes a different approach in proposing an analysis with
an empty element in the D position. In possessive constructions, the PreGen is base generated as the
specifier of DP (17), and argumental PreGens would have to be moved to the specifier of DP (18).17
(17)

DP
D′

DP
Willis D0
‘Willi’s’
∅

(18)

NP
Imbiss
‘snack bar’

DP
D′

DPi
Jacobs D0
‘Jacob’s’
∅

NP
ti

N′
N0

Behandlung
‘treatment’
15 For further details w.r.t. nominal inflection in German (and Dutch) in correlation with determiners, see
Netter (1994) and Van Eynde (2006).
16 Nachbar ‘neighbour’ is a noun with weak inflection. Hence, its paradigm in singular is as follows: nom:
Nachbar, acc: Nachbarn, dat: Nachbarn, gen: Nachbarn.
17 For similar proposals, see Haider (1988: 56), Georgi & Salzmann (2011: 2074) for German; Adger (2003:
257–258) for English; Szabolcsi (1994: 214) for Hungarian. Karnowski & Pafel (2004: 181–184)’s approach shows
similarities to Sternefeld’s and Hartmann & Zimmermann’s, they propose the combination of a DP in the genitive
with an empty determiner forming together a new D head.
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The empty D marks the DP in specifier position (i.e. the PreGen) with genitive. This account
has two advantages compared to Olsen’s and Hartmann & Zimmermann’s. First, every single
element in the specifier position of the DP can bear morphological genitive (cf. ‘the.gen
biographer.gen’ in (15a)) since the empty D assigns genitive to the whole phrase in its specifier.
Second, complex PreGens are possible since the prenominal position for PreGens is a phrasal
position. In contrast, Hartmann & Zimmermann (2003: 180) assume the reanalysis of two single
heads into one (e.g. Ddes + NBlauwal in (13)), which is again combined with a further head, the
-s marker, building a new D head, i.e. the determiner of the noun.
Complex syntactic objects in prenominal position in German are a controversial topic (for
discussion, see Section 5.5). In any case, examples from the literature as well as corpus data
(19) show that complex PreGens are possible, challenging approaches that analyse PreGens as
syntactically simple objects.
(19)

a.

[eines jeden
Mannes] Zier
a.gen every.gen man.gen adornment
‘every man’s adornment’

b.

auf [des
guten
Doktors]
Gesicht
on the.gen good.gen doctor.gen face
‘on the good doctor’s face’

c.

[eines großen Meisters] Lebenswerk
a.gen big.gen master.gen life’s.work
‘a big master’s oeuvre’

(Sternefeld 2015: 212)
(DECOW)
(DECOW)

Sternefeld’s account overcomes some difficulties of Olsen’s and Hartmann & Zimmermann’s
analysis w.r.t. complex PreGens and case assignment, but it encounters other problems of more
general nature holding for all DP analyses, closely related to the locality issue explained in the
next section.

3.2 Locality
Locality is a restriction on dependency relations in structures of natural languages (e.g.
subcategorisation). Local relations are restricted to a specific domain, the boundary of this
locality domain is normally the maximal projection XP of the X-head creating the dependency
relation (cf. Muysken 1982: 64). Taking (20) as an example, X0 is in a local relation with its
arguments YP and ZP, and can have access to their properties since they are all in the same
locality domain, XP. But neither can X0 have direct access to the properties of YP’s or ZP’s
constituents, e.g. α or β, nor Z0 to the properties of YP since they are in different local domains
(cf. Pollard & Sag 1987: 73, 143–145; 1994: 23; Sag 2007: 403 a.o.).
(20)

XP
X′

YP

α

Y0

X0

ZP
Z0

β

With respect to NCs, the question of locality arises regarding (i) their internal structure, i.e.
the relation between N0 and its arguments, and (ii) the selection of NCs from outside, i.e.
when the NC is selected by another element. Starting with the second point, assuming that
subcategorisation is local in the sense just mentioned, Bruening (2009: 28–29) – building
on Baltin (1989: 3–4) – points out that “verbs that select nominal arguments never select for
particular determiners”. That is, as (21) suggests, if a verb allows the combination with an
NC, it does not select properties of the determiner (e.g. indefinite, definite, or possessive).
Verbs select properties of the noun, e.g. number or other s-selectional properties (cf. Chomsky
et al. 2019: 22).18 For instance, a verb such as versammeln ‘to gather’ requires a complement
denoting a plurality, either morphosyntactically realised (22a) or not (22c), but it does not
impose constraints specifically on the determiner.19
18

For a similar view but a different conclusion, see also Sportiche (2005: 41).

19

See Sportiche (2005: 75–77) and Bruening (2009: 29) for different accounts of the English data.
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(21)

Jacob ate {a / the / my } steak.

(22)

a.

er […] versammelte [seine Mönche] um
sich
he
gathered
his.pl monks.pl around him
‘He gathered his monks around himself.’

(DECOW)

[…] er [die
Familie] versammelt
he the.sg family.sg gathered
‘He gathered the family.’

(DECOW)

b.*Er […] versammelte [seinen Mönch] um
sich.
he
gathered
his.sg monk.sg around himself
c.

Machicao y Priemer and
Müller

In this respect, NCs and sentences are different, and this is particularly important for analyses
based on a CP/DP parallel (cf. Szabolcsi 1994: 198). Verbs selecting clausal complements
select a specific complementiser, i.e. properties of C, as the following examples show (slightly
modified from Baltin 1989: 3), while verbs selecting NCs do not select for properties of D, but
of N (cf. (22)).
(23)

a.
John declared [CP that Sally was insane].
b.*John declared [CP for Sally to be insane].
c.*John was waiting [CP that Sally left].
d.
John was waiting [CP for Sally to leave].

(Baltin 1989: 3)

Returning to the first point, it is generally assumed that theta role and case are assigned in a
local relation between head and arguments (cf. Sag 2012: 149; Chomsky et al. 2019: 3; a.o.).
In German, event nominalisations, e.g. Behandlung ‘treatment’ in (24), inherit the argument
structure of their base verbs, e.g. behandeln ‘treat’ (cf. Section 5.1). That is, the arguments of a
verb can be realised in the phrase headed by its nominalisation as well. The nominal arguments
which are realised with structural case (cf. Section 5.2) can be prenominal or postnominal (e.g.
Jacobs and des Patienten in (24)). If only one argument is realised, it can be interpreted as agent
or patient of the N head (24b)–(24e). If both are realised, there is a fixed phrasal order: the
external argument (agent in (24a)) is realised as a PreGen, the internal one (patient in (24a)) as
a PostGen. Furthermore, the interpretation of PreGens and PostGens depends on the head noun,
e.g. Jacob is interpreted as experiencer in (26).
(24)

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

(25)
(26)

[Jacobs]ag Behandlung [des
Patienten]pat
Jacob.gen treatment
the.gen patient.gen
[Jacobs]ag Behandlung
Jacob.gen treatment

[des
Patienten]pat Behandlung
the.gen patient.gen treatment
die Behandlung [Jacobs]ag
the treatment
Jacob.gen

die Behandlung [des
Patienten]pat
the treatment
the.gen patient.gen
die Behandlung
the treatment

*[des
Patienten]pat Behandlung [Jacobs]ag
the.gen patient.gen treatment
Jacob.gen
Intended: ‘Jacob’s treatment of the patient’
[Jacobs]exp Begeisterung
Jacob.gen exaltation
‘Jacob’s exaltation’

Comparing (17) and (20), it is clear that the PreGen (corresponding to YP) is not in a local
relation with the noun (corresponding to Z0).20 Since theta roles should be determined by N,
analyses such as in (12) or (17) need a solution for having the external argument in a local
relation with D, and not with N. Thus, these analyses have three possibilities to deal with the

20 It is worth mentioning that locality was part of analyses at the beginning of X-bar theory as (3)–(6) show.
Later analyses, assuming further functional projections, abandon this type of locality assumption or at least have
to reinterpret it, expanding the locality domains (cf. Grimshaw 1991).
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external argument’s theta role: (i) it is assigned by the determiner, (ii) it is assigned by the noun
locally and then this argument is moved (cf. (18)), or (iii) it is assigned non-locally.
In (i), the external argument is assumed to be base generated as specifier of DP, case and theta
role being assigned by the D head. Since D assigns the theta role, it is assumed to be a quite
general “possessive” role (cf. Olsen 1991: 48; Hartmann & Zimmermann 2003: 181; a.o.).21 But
this analysis neglects the different interpretations of PreGens according to N heads, e.g. (24b)
vs. (26), and not (25). In a similar manner, Kratzer (1996: 126–128) assumes that the external
argument is not an argument of the N head at all and “[t]he genitive […] expresses a general
notion of relatedness of which the agent relation is but a special case”.22 The proposal in (ii) (cf.
(18)) would assume that the external argument is base generated inside NP (or nP, the extended
projection of NP) as its specifier and moved to the specifier of DP, e.g. to get assigned case (cf.
Radford 2000: 8–9; Alexiadou et al. 2007: 560–563; Sternefeld 2009: 587–589). This proposal
would reflect the IP/DP parallel since the same movement (due to case assignment) is assumed
for subjects from vP/VP to IP,23 but since IPs are not assumed in German (cf. Section 2), the
parallel becomes void. The last proposal (iii) is ruled out for theoretical and empirical reasons
since locality is a prominent characteristic of natural language (cf. Rizzi 1990: ix; Sag 2007:
395–397; a.o.). In a non-local approach, the head noun would have to determine properties, e.g.
theta role, of the specifier of its selector D0 (cf. (20)). Different accounts have been proposed to
deal with locality problems of this kind. Most of them redefine/extend the locality domain of
lexical heads (following Grimshaw 1991; see also the LFG concept of cohead in Bresnan et al.
2016: 51, 105). Their locality domain is assumed to be not only their own phrasal level, but the
phrasal level of the functional projections belonging to this lexical head (e.g. nP, NumP, and
DP for N). The lexical and functional head(s) share categorial features, e.g. nominal for N and
D, projecting this feature to the maximal level. But as pointed out in Riemsdijk (1998: 1–7),
we still have different maximal projections, and therefore also different locality domains. He
proposes different types of heads: lexical, semi-lexical, and functional. These elements combine
specifying different aspects of the structure (e.g. lexical vs. functional), leading to only one
maximal projection. In this type of approach, the notion of head is understood as “head w.r.t.
features it specifies”, reminiscent of the notion of relativized head in Di Sciullo & Williams
(1988: 25–27) for morphological purposes. Hence, in Riemsdijk (1998: 36), an NC is not only
the projection of a lexical, but also of functional heads. The cost of this approach is thus several
(relativized) heads inside one phrase.
This difficulty w.r.t. locality domain is one of the reasons for some MGG approaches to
reconsider the nP/NP analysis, since “thematic relations are established in a strictly local
fashion” (Chomsky et al. 2019: 3). For instance, in Chomsky (2007: 25–26); Bruening (2009:
33); and Chomsky et al. (2019: 22), it is assumed that the head of NC is not D but n, the
extended projection of N.24 It is important to take into account that n in these accounts is still
a functional head taking the NP as complement, and therefore not completely compatible with
the locality definition proposed above. In the remainder of this paper, we will first explain the
basic concepts of the framework used (Section 4) to achieve a local NP analysis (Section 5)
that accounts for the constituent order regularities with the corresponding case and theta role
assignments shown in (24).

4 Basic concepts of HPSG
Our analysis of NCs is conducted in HPSG (cf. Pollard & Sag 1987; 1994). In contrast to the MGG
analyses just discussed, HPSG is a model-theoretic approach (cf. Pullum & Scholz 2001; Richter
2007), belonging to the so-called constraint-based frameworks. In this spirit, linguistic theories
21 See also Abney (1986: 16–18). It should be mentioned though that functional elements are not supposed to
assign theta roles (cf. Chomsky & Lasnik 1993: 528; Alexiadou et al. 2007: 15).
22 To which extent arguments are (not) inherited by deverbal nominalisation is a controversial topic (cf.
Bierwisch 1989; Grimshaw 1990: Chapter 3; Kratzer 1996; Alexiadou et al. 2007: Part IV; Alexiadou 2010;
Bücking 2010; 2012: 86–128; Machicao y Priemer 2017: Chapter 4.6; a.o.). We cannot address this issue in its
entirety here, but we are assuming that all verbal arguments are inherited by the derived noun, as the examples
in (24) and (26) strongly suggest.
23 In the CP/DP parallel proposed in Szabolcsi (1983; 1994) for Hungarian, case assignment does not motivate
the movement of the prenominal constituent to the specifier of DP. See Footnotes 40 and 45 for further details.
24

See also Georgi & Müller (2010) for a Minimalist NP analysis based on reprojection of the N head.
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are sets of constraints – formalised as attribute-value pairs – stating the necessary conditions
on the structure of individual expressions (cf. Pullum & Scholz 2001: 19; Müller & Machicao y
Priemer 2019: Section 4). HPSG models descriptions of linguistic objects (e.g. words, phrases,
rules, etc.) by means of feature descriptions, which are formalised as attribute value matrices
(AVM). AVMs consist of pairs of attributes (in small caps) and corresponding values of a certain
type (in italics). For instance, in (27) the attribute number (num) has the value singular (sg).
Values can be atomic or complex, the value of number in (27) is atomic (sg), while the value
of index (e.g. for the word man) in (28) is of type referential index (abbreviated as ref)25 and it
is complex, i.e. the value itself is a feature description.
(27)
(28)

[num sg]

⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢IND
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

⎡ref
⎢
⎢
⎢PER
⎢
⎢
⎢NUM
⎢
⎢
⎢GEN
⎣

⎤⎤
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
3 ⎥⎥⎥⎥
⎥⎥
sg ⎥⎥⎥⎥
⎥⎥
mas⎥⎥
⎦⎦

Every value, atomic or complex, and thus every feature structure, is of a certain type. Types
are hierarchically ordered in the grammar from the most general types at the top to the most
specific ones at the bottom. For instance, (29) shows the type hierarchy for number with its
two subtypes singular and plural. While describing linguistic objects, we can use underspecified
types to express generalisations. For example, it is possible to give a description of the linguistic
object the as having the most unspecific value (i.e. number) for the attribute num, since it can
be used in singular as well as in plural contexts. But in a particular utterance, the values must
be maximally specific, e.g. sg in the child and pl in the children. The num value will be specified
by means of an agreement constraint which states that the num values of a determiner and its
corresponding noun must agree.
(29)

num
sg

pl

HPSG is a lexicalist framework, i.e. most of the relevant linguistic information is located in the
lexicon, simplifying in that way the phrase structural component. Linguistic objects of all kinds
(e.g. words, phrases, rules, etc.) are treated as signs in the spirit of Saussure (1916), i.e. form and
meaning are always represented conjoined26 and always accessible. This is a major difference
between HPSG and MGG. In the latter, syntax, semantics, and phonology are represented in
different modules accessible only at different points of the derivation (cf. Chomsky 1995: 20–
23; Richards 2015: 812; 830). In HPSG, the descriptions of linguistic objects are systematically
stored in the (abstract) lexicon using the same formal mechanisms of description (i.e. feature
descriptions) for all of them (cf. Müller 2019: 205–210). The organisation of the lexicon depicts
the generalisations of all kinds of linguistic objects due to a type hierarchy reflecting different
levels of abstraction (cf. Müller & Machicao y Priemer 2019: 330–331).
HPSG is surface-oriented and declarative, i.e. non-derivational. That is, structures are not
derived from underlying structures, e.g. a passive from an active clause. Structures are analysed
directly involving their observable elements in the positions they are. In general, concepts such
as “movement” and “empty element” are avoided.27 The descriptions of linguistic objects given
by HPSG focus on what can be observed without presupposing a universal syntactic structure
connecting structural positions to grammatical functions. That is, the workflow in HPSG consists
of (i) giving an adequate description of a phenomenon, (ii) formalising its generalisation, and
25

The type of a complex value is located at the top of the respective AVM.

26 The Saussurean sign comprises two sides of linguistic objects: sound (signifiant) and meaning (signifié) (cf.
Saussure 1916: 76–82). The notion of sign in HPSG goes further, comprising as well aspects of morphological,
syntactic, and contextual nature (cf. Sag 2012: 71; 74–75).
27 Empty elements are only adopted if there is strong language internal evidence for them. A derivational
concept such as movement is not used in HPSG (for a similar position in LFG, see Bresnan et al. 2016: 91, 210).
Phenomena such as non-local dependencies have to be dealt with using other descriptive mechanisms such as
structure sharing and head-filler constraints, a.o. (cf. Pollard & Sag 1994; 2 Sag 1997; Müller 2015b: 944–956;
Müller & Machicao y Priemer 2019: 336–339).
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(iii) – if possible – matching the generalisations in different languages arriving at a universal
core of constraints (cf. Sag & Wasow 2011: 372; Müller 2014; 2015a). Hence, HPSG analyses
do not resort to syntactic structures based on evidence of other languages than the one at issue.
As already mentioned, HPSG is a lexicalist framework, where lexicalist can be understood as in
the following quote:
In lexical (or lexicalist) approaches, words are phonological forms paired with
valence structures (also called predicate argument structures). A word’s predicate
argument structure contains descriptions of the argument phrases the word combines
with, and specifies the meaning of the combination as a function of the meanings
of the parts. Lexical rules grammatically encode the systematic relations between
cognate forms and diathesis alternations. Syntactic rules combine the words into
larger units: sentences, NPs, APs, and so on. The syntactic combinatorial rules for
endocentric structures are usually assumed to be very general and few in number.
(Müller & Wechsler 2014: 2)
Following this kind of approach, we can give a description of Behandlung ‘treatment’ as in (30).
(30)

⎡stem
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢PHON ⟨behandlung⟩
⎢
⎢
⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢CAT
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢SYNSEM | LOC ⎢⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢CONT
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎡
⎤⎤⎥⎥⎥
⎢HEAD
⎥⎥⎥
noun
⎢
⎥⎥⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢ARG - ST ⟨NP[str] 1 , NP[str] 2 ⟩⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥
⎢
⎥⎥⎥
⎣
⎦⎥⎥
⎤
⎡IND
⎥⎥⎥
0
⎥
⎢
⎥⎥
⎥
⎢
⎥⎥
⎢
⎥⎥
⎡treat-rel
⎤ ⎥⎥
⎢
⎥⎥
⎢
⎥⎥
⎢
⎥⎥
⎢
⎥⎥
⎢
⎥⎥
⎢
⎥
0⎥ ⎥
⎢
ARG 0
⎥⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢RELS ⟨⎢
⎥⎥
⎥
⟩
⎥
⎢
⎥⎥
⎢
⎥
1
AG
⎥
⎢
⎥⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎥⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎥⎥
2
⎢
⎥
PAT
⎢
⎥
⎥⎥
⎣
⎦
⎣
⎦
⎦⎦

The AVM in (30) is the description of a stem (cf. type stem). It contains phonological (value of
phon(ology)),28 and syntactic and semantic information (value of syn(tax)-sem(antics)).
The value of synsem is complex, it comprises different attributes (e.g. loc(al) and nonloc(al) for local and non-local information).29 loc is subdivided into syntactic information
(in cat(egory)) and semantic information (in cont(ent)). In cat, there is an attribute called
head, whose value provides the information of the lexical head that is “projected”30 to the phrasal
level by means of the Head Feature Principle (cf. Pollard & Sag 1994: 34). This information
is particularly important for the distribution of the phrase, e.g. part of speech information.31
arg(ument)-st(ructure) is a further syntactic feature. Its value is a list of synsem elements,
the arguments of the linguistic object. This list does not represent the elements that the described
expression syntactically requires, but it links the semantic valency of the predicate (in cont)
with the syntactic valency of the expression (spr and comps – explained in Section 5.1). The
elements of the arg-st list are ordered following the Accessibility Hierarchy (Keenan & Comrie
1977). That is, their order reflects their prominence w.r.t. independent linguistic phenomena
such as passive, relative clauses, case, binding, extraction, etc. (cf. Manning & Sag 1998: 111;
Koenig 1999: 29; a.o.). The semantic information is represented as the value of cont. The value
of ind(ex) is a complex value bearing the properties of the referential variable of the expression
(cf. (28)). The value of rel(ation)s is a list of elementary predications describing the meaning
of the expression (cf. Copestake et al. 2005: 283). In (30), the list has only one element: the
AVM for a treat-relation (treat-rel). This (Davidsonian) relation is a complex value with three
attribute-value pairs: arg0 has the referential variable 0 of the predicate as value, furthermore
28 The value of phon is a list of phonemes, but for ease of readability, we represent it as an orthographic form.
In HPSG, lists are written in angle brackets: ⟨ ⟩. The elements of lists are ordered and separated by commas, see
also the values of arg-st and rels.
29 In (30), we are just giving the attribute-value pairs relevant for our case, i.e. we do not provide the nonlocal part of the structure. synsem | loc is the path to the value of loc.
30 The Head Feature Principle states that in a headed phrase the head value of the head daughter has to be
identical to the head value of the phrase.
31

The head value of nouns is actually complex, but its internal structure is not relevant here.
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the semantic arguments of the predicate, ag(ent) and pat(ient) with their respective values 1
and 2, are given as well. The indexed boxes in (30) are values (atomic or complex) shared with
other parts of the structure, i.e. they state the notation for token identity. This representation
of identity between (sub-)structures is called structure sharing and constitutes one of the most
important descriptive devices in HPSG and other declarative frameworks (cf. Bildhauer 2014:
528–529; Müller 2019: 211–213; a.o.). In (30), the arg0 value of treat-rel and the ind value
of the stem are structure shared (cf. 0). Furthermore, by the means of structure sharing, (30)
states that the first element of the arg-st list32 of Behandlung is interpreted as agent (1) and
the second as patient (2).

5 NP analysis in HPSG
In this section, we provide an analysis of NCs as NPs. In Section 5.1, we give a formalisation of
the transfer of argument structure from verbal to nominal stems by means of lexical rules (LRs)
reflecting the fact shown in (24), that event nominalisations are able to realise the arguments
with structural case of their verbal counterparts. Since we are dealing with a lexicalist approach,
the manipulation of argument structure must be addressed on a lexical level. In Section 5.2,
we show how to account for the nominative-accusative to genitive case alternation from the
verbal to the nominal domain. In addition, we outline a solution for the alternation between
genitive NPs and von-PPs. In Section 5.3, we focus on the prenominal position. We discuss
a parallel construction in German, the prenominal dative with possessive, that supports our
analysis with an empty determiner for PreGens. Furthermore, we show that possessive elements
(determiners, NPs in the genitive, von-PPs) interact with the argument structure of the noun
being in complementary distribution with the external argument. This leads us to an analysis
of possessives as arguments of the noun (cf. Barker 2012: 1114) accounting for the alternation
by means of a LR. In Section 5.4, we show how the syntactic composition of the lexical
elements explained in the previous sections leads us to an NP structure. In comparison to MGG
approaches, functional properties of the structures are handled lexically, and not by means
of phrasal structures. Therefore, we can account for the different types of constructions just
presented respecting locality – as defined in Section 3.2 – and for the different interpretations
of PreGens and PostGens without stipulating a quite general theta role for external arguments
(cf. Kratzer 1996: 126–128). Our analysis is based on selectional localism (Sag 2012), i.e.
[f]or purposes of category selection (subcategorization), case assignment, (nonanaphoric) agreement, and semantic role assignment, a lexical head has access only
to the signs it selects via some feature (e.g. arg-st [… ]), i.e. the elements that it is
connected to via a grammatical relation [… ]
(Sag 2012: 149)
Therefore, the N head determines form and interpretation of the elements in its arg-st list, and
the NC can be selected from outside according to the properties of the N head, not of D. Finally,
in Section 5.5, we provide corpus evidence that the constructions with PreGens can be complex
and recursive. Furthermore, we provide a semantic analysis accounting for the compositionality
of these structures.
The data we account for have been discussed in (24). What has to be ruled out is a structure with
a prenominal internal and a postnominal external argument (31a), as well as both arguments
realised in prenominal (31b–c) or postnominal position (31d–e). Furthermore, for common
nouns (e.g. Behandlung ‘treatment’), its realisation without a determiner must be ruled out
(31f–h).
(31)

a.*[des
Patienten]pat Behandlung [Jacobs]ag
the.gen patient.gen treatment
Jacob.gen
b.*[Jacobs]ag [des
Patienten]pat Behandlung
Jacob.gen the.gen patient.gen treatment

c.*[des
Patienten]pat [Jacobs]ag Behandlung
the.gen patient.gen Jacob.gen treatment
32 The elements in the arg-st list in (30) are just abbreviations for feature descriptions. NP[str]1 stands for
the feature description of a completely saturated nominal element (cf. Footnote 44), i.e. it could be a nonprojecting element (like a proper name), or an element with all its syntactic dependents realised. This “NP” has
structural case (noted as [str]) (see Section 5.2 for case assignment) and its index value is whatever 1 stands for.
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d.*die Behandlung [Jacobs]ag [des
Patienten]pat
the treatment
Jacob.gen the.gen patient.gen
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e.*die Behandlung [des
Patienten]pat [Jacobs]ag
the treatment
the.gen patient.gen Jacob.gen
f.*Behandlung
treatment

g.*Behandlung [Jacobs]ag
treatment
Jacob.gen

h.*Behandlung [des
Patienten]pat
treatment
the.gen patient.gen

5.1 Nominalisation and argument structure
As shown in (24), in event nominalisations the arguments (with structural case) of the verbal
stem are preserved. The LR in (32) licenses the event nominalisation with the German affix
-ung. It takes a linguistic object of type stem as input, e.g. behand(e)l- ‘treat’, and licenses a
linguistic object of type ung-n-stem (a subtype of nominal stem, cf. (34)) as output, e.g. Behandlung
‘treatment’. LRs specify only aspects of input and output that are changed, everything else
remains the same. For instance, in (32), the input specifies: the type of linguistic object (stem
vs. ung-n-stem), its phonological form (1 in the input, but 1 plus phonological form of the affix
-ung in the output), its head value (verb vs. noun), and the arg-st list.33
(32)

LR: -ung nominalisation

⎡ung-n-stem
⎡stem
⎤
⎢
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎢PHON 1
⎥
⎢PHON 1 ⊕ ⟨ung⟩
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎢
⎥
↦
⎢
⎤⎥
⎡
⎢
⎡
⎢
⎥⎥
⎢HEAD verb
⎢
⎢HEAD noun
⎢
⎥⎥
⎢SYNSEM | LOC | CAT ⎢⎢
⎢SYNSEM | LOC | CAT ⎢⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
3
⎢
2
4
ARG
ST
list(str)
⊕
list(lex)
⊕
list(pp)
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢ARG - ST 2 ⊕
⎢
⎣
⎦
⎣
⎦
⎣
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎤⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥
4 ⎥⎥
⎦⎥⎦

The value of the arg-st list of the verbal input is divided into three lists. The append operator
(i.e. ⊕) is used to combine lists into one single list. The actual value of arg-st is therefore
the concatenation of the three lists 2, 3, and 4 in the input (and of the two lists 2 and
4 in the output). The lists are ordered according to the types of elements they contain (cf.
Przepiórkowski 1999: 18–19). The first list (2) contains NPs with structural case, the second
one (3) NPs with lexical case, and the third one (4) PP arguments.34 The type list has two
subtypes: e-list (i.e. empty-list) and ne-list (i.e. non-empty-list). That is, the LR (32) can handle
verbs with one or more arguments of different types (structural, lexical, and PPs). For instance,
an intransitive verbal stem (i.e. with one NC with structural case) such as genes- ‘convalesce’
(35) can be nominalised by this rule. In this case list(lex) and list(pp) are empty. A verbal stem
such as verzeih- ‘forgive’ has two arguments with structural and one with lexical case (cf. (33a)
from Schumacher et al. 2004: 813). According to (32), only the list(str) and the (empty) list(pp)
are carried over to the nominal stem, but not the list(lex), as (33b)–(33d) show: the person who
forgives (33b), as well as the thing to be forgiven (33c) can be realised, but not the person to
whom something is forgiven (33d), neither with lexical nor with structural case.
(33)

a.
b.
c.

Kannst [du]
[mir]
[meinen Wutausbruch] verzeihen?
can
you.nom me.dat my.acc tantrum.acc forgive
‘Can you forgive (me) my outburst of anger?’
die Verzeihung des
Königspaares
the forgiveness the.gen royal.couple.gen
‘the royal couple’s forgiveness’
die Verzeihung der
Sünden
the forgiveness the.gen sins.gen
‘the forgiveness of the sins’

(DECOW)
(DECOW)

33 Since we are dealing with argument realisation, we cannot go into the details of the different readings of
-ung or its morphosyntactic properties, which are also provided by means of the LR. See Bierwisch (1989; 2009);
Ehrich & Rapp (2000); and Dolling (2015).
34 Since the elements of the arg-st list are ordered according to the Accessibility Hierarchy, the first NC with
structural case corresponds to the external, the second one to the internal argument. Furthermore, since N heads
can also have sentential arguments, these could be combined with the PP arguments in 4. For the sake of clarity,
however, we will not consider sentential arguments.
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d.*die Verzeihung {dem
Täter
/ des
Täters}
the forgiveness the.dat offender.dat the.gen offender.gen
Intended: ‘the forgiveness of the offender’
As already mentioned, we are accounting for changes in the argument structure of lexical
elements on the lexical level. One fact that can be observed in (24) is that arguments of N heads
are optional35 (cf. Bierwisch 1989: 7; Ehrich & Rapp 2000: 275; a.o.). Since this seems to be a
property of all nouns/nominalisations, but not (necessarily) of the underlying verb stems, the
optionality of arguments can be modelled as a more general constraint on nouns.36
In HPSG, syntactic and semantic valency are represented separately. The semantic valency
is represented as attribute-value pairs of a semantic relation, e.g. in (30) the treat-rel(ation)
has an agent (1) and a patient (2) of an event (0). The syntactic valency is represented as
the value of two further syntactic attributes: sp(ecifie)r and comp(lement)s (cf. (34)). By
means of syntactic combination (cf. Section 5.4), the elements of the spr and comps lists are
saturated. The link between syntactic and semantic arguments takes place via the arg-st list.
Through constraints applying on stems, the elements of the arg-st list, which are mapped
to the semantic arguments (see (30)), are mapped onto spr and comps according to specific
characteristics of the language (e.g. SOV vs. SVO language) or of a specific construction (cf.
Manning & Sag 1998: 124–125; Davis & Koenig 2000: 67; Van Eynde 2015: 114–117; Machicao
y Priemer & Fritz-Huechante 2018: 167).
(34)37 shows a part of the type hierarchy for stems. Type hierarchies in HPSG are representations
of generalisations in the lexicon, they are conceived as inheritance hierarchies, i.e. constraints
applying to supertypes apply to their subtypes as well, e.g. the head value of nominal-stem
(n-stem), i.e. noun, applies also to the subtypes event-n-stem (ev-n-stem), ung-n-stem, etc. Due to
multiple inheritance, types (e.g. ung-n-stem-2) can inherit constraints from different supertypes
(e.g. ung-n-stem and n-as-mapping-2).
(34)

stem
as-mapping

pos-stem
...

n-as-mapping-2

n-stem
[CAT | HEAD noun]
...

ev-n-stem

...

⎡
⎤
⎢SPR
⎥
⟨DetP[ XARG 1 ]⟩
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
2
⎢COMPS ⟨ ⟩
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢ARG - ST ⟨ 1 NP[str], 2 NP[str]⟩ ⊕ list⎥
⎢
⎥
⎣
⎦

ung-n-stem

ung-n-stem-2

n-as-mapping-1

⎡
⎤
⎢SPR
⟨DetP[ XARG none]⟩ ⎥⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎢
⎥
⎢COMPS ⟨( 1 )⟩
⎥
⎥
⎢
⎢
⎥
⎢ARG - ST list ⊕ ⟨ 1 NP[str]⟩ ⊕ list⎥
⎥
⎢
⎣
⎦
∨

⎤
⎡
⎥
⎢SPR
⟨DetP[ XARG 1 ]⟩
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢COMPS ⟨⟩
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎢ARG - ST list ⊕ ⟨ 1 NP[str]⟩ ⊕ list⎥
⎥
⎢
⎦
⎣

ung-n-stem-1

The hierarchy in (34) is divided into two subtypes part-of-speech-stems (pos-stem) and argumentstructure-mapping (as-mapping). The former constrains the stems of different parts of speech, e.g.
verbal stems and nominal stems (n-stem). The latter provides constraints for the mapping between
the value of arg-st and the syntactic valency attributes (spr and comps). The type ung-n-stem
has two subtypes, which inherit constraints from three different kinds of argument-structure
mappings.38 The LR (32) together with the as-mapping constraints licenses the adequate patterns
given in (24) and rules out the ones in (31). By the means of structure sharing, the constraints
35 It has been proposed that some nominal arguments are obligatory (cf. Grimshaw 1990: 49–54; Szabolcsi
1994: 232; Bucking 2010: 41; Barker 2012: 1111–1112).
36 We mark optional arguments with ( ), (cf. (34)). See Jacobs (1994); Flickinger (2000: 22); De Kuthy &
Meurers (2003); and Machicao y Priemer (2017: 178–230), for optionality accounts.
37 We are concentrating on arguments with structural case, hence we simplify (34) leaving aside list(lex) and
list(pp) mentioned before.
38 The mapping constraints could also be incorporated in the LR (32), but they apply also to other types of
nominalisation, e.g. to the German infinitive nominalisation: das Kaufen ‘the buying’, showing the same argument
inheritance. Therefore, it is better to give the set of mapping constraints a name, enabling to refer to them (i.e.
inherit from the type) in various LRs.
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determine which argument of the arg-st list is going to be realised as an element of comps or
of spr. It is important to stress out that the terms specifer and complement in HPSG are similar
but not synonymous with their MGG counterparts. In HPSG, syntactic positions do not have a
function per se. For instance, that a phrase is realised as the specifier of a head in HPSG does
not imply that it is more “subject-like”. SPR and COMPS state something about the hierarchical
position of a phrase relative to other phrases combined with the head (cf. Section 5.4). To
which extent a phrase is to be interpreted more or less “subject-like” is reflected lexically, by its
position in the ARG-ST list, since case assignment, linking with semantic arguments, binding,
etc. refer to it.
In the as-mapping constraints in (34), the arg-st lists are divided into three lists in ung-n-stem-1
and into two lists in ung-n-stem-2. Depending on the specific value of list in ung-n-stem-1, the
NP with structural case referred to (i.e. 1) can be the first element of the arg-st list (if the
first list is specified as e-list), or any other NP with structural case (if the first list is specified as
ne-list). The constraint n-as-mapping-1 is represented as a disjunction of two possible mappings.
The constraint at the top of the disjunction licenses PostGens, while the other one licenses
PreGens. This reflects the fact that nouns allowing a PreGen allow a PostGen as well. To be
more explicit, nominal stems of type ung-n-stem-1 (inheriting the constraint at the top of the
disjunction) license structures with a determiner as specifier and one optional argument with
structural case as complement. According to that, either the first element with structural case,
i.e. the external argument, as in (24d), or the second one, i.e. the internal argument, as in
(24e) can be licensed postnominally. Since the realisation of the element in the comps list
is optional, also the combination of determiner and N head as in (24f) is licensed. Nominal
stems inheriting the constraint at the bottom of the disjunction license structures with one
argument with structural case as specifier and no argument as complement (cf. empty comps
list). This constraint licenses structures having either the first (24b) or the second element with
structural case (24c) in the prenominal position. On the other hand, nominal stems of type ungn-stem-2 (inheriting n-as-mapping-2) license structures with one argument with structural case
as specifier and one argument with structural case as complement. This constraint specifies that
the first element of the arg-st list has to be realised as specifier, i.e. prenominally, while the
second one has to be realised as a complement, i.e. postnominally, (24a).
Summarising, the LR (32) interacting with the argument-structure mapping constraints in (34)
licenses the structures provided in (24) and, consequently, rules out the constructions in (31).
Since the as-mapping constraints allow maximally one or zero arguments in the specifier position
of the phrase, (31b) and (31c) are ruled out. Similarly, these constraints allow (maximally) one
NP with structural case in comps. Thus, (31d) and (31e) are ruled out as well. Furthermore,
(31a) is not allowed since ung-n-stem-2 licenses only structures with the first element of the
arg-st list in prenominal and the second in postnominal position, but not the other way
around. Finally, (31f), (31g), and (31h) are ruled out since all three constraints in (34) require
the realisation of a determiner (DetP)39 as the specifier of the noun.
It is important to point out that the LR (32) as well as the as-mapping constraints in (34) license
nominal stems not only from transitive verbal stems such as behand(e)l- ‘treat’, but also from
intransitive ones such as genes- ‘convalesce’ (35), and ditransitives such as verzeih- ‘forgive’
(33). Only stems of type ung-n-stem-2 must have two arguments with structural case, since this
is explicitly stated in the constraint n-as-mapping-2, all others can but they do not have to.
(35)

a.
b.
c.

des
Schimmels
Genesung
the.gen white.horse.gen convalescence
‘the convalescence of the white horse’

(DECOW)

Auschlaggebend für die Genesung
ist […]
decisive
for the convalescence is
‘It is decisive for the recovery […]’

(DECOW)

eine baldige Genesung
Elisabeths
a
soon
convalescence Elisabeth.gen
‘a speedy recovery of Elisabeth’

(DECOW)

39 Following Ginzburg & Sag (2000: 190), Kim (2020: 55), a.o., we use DetP as the phrase headed by a
determiner (Det) in the specifier of a noun, hence different from the concept of DP.
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5.2 Case assignment
In MGG, case assignment is related to specific positions in syntactic structure. For instance,
while the external argument of a verb is base generated as specifier of VP (or vP), in order to get
case assigned it moves to the specifier position of IP (or TP or AgrSP; cf. Adger 2003: 211–217;
Alexiadou et al. 2007: 279–281). In contrast, the accusative of internal arguments is assigned
inside the VP (or AgrOP, cf. Chomsky 1995: 149–150). Assuming the parallel between sentences
and NCs, a similar case assignment reasoning must be applied. But the parallels between
sentences and NCs have their limits. The external argument of the noun is base generated in
the specifier of NP and moved to the specifier of DP in order to get case (cf. (18)). The internal
argument of the noun receives case in its base position. Assuming that case and theta roles
are assigned in specific syntactic positions is problematic for data such as (36) that shows the
external argument in postnominal position.40
(36)

die Diagnosen und Behandlungen ihrer
Tierärzte
the diagnoses and treatments
their.gen vets.gen
‘their vets’ diagnoses and treatments’

(DECOW)

For the PostGen ihrer Tierärzte to get the agent role, it needs to be base generated in the
specifier of NP. Moving this phrase to the complement position would assign case to it, but
also a further theta role (patient) being this the position for the internal argument. Moving
this phrase to the specifier of DP would assign case to the phrase, but leading to the wrong
linearisation. Therefore, to analyse this kind of constructions (cf. too (35b) vs. (35a), and (24d)
vs. (24e)) further functional projections as landing positions for N head and determiner would
be needed in such a way as to enable them to precede the external argument (cf. Sternefeld
2009: 587–589).
In HPSG, case assignment is not related to specific positions in a syntactic structure (i.e. spr
and comps), but is done lexically. Case is specified in the lexical items of linguistic objects (cf.
(39), (40)) and handled by a general principle (38). Thus, movement and further functional
phrases (e.g. nP, DP, AgrP, etc.) for case assignment are not used. The verb stem behandel- ‘to
treat’, from which the nominal stem Behandlung ‘treatment’ is derived, has two arguments with
(unspecified) structural case in its arg-st list. It is commonly known that case is sensitive to
syntactic contexts, e.g. in an active sentence (37a) the external argument of a verb is realised
in the nominative and its internal argument with accusative, while in a passive sentence (37b)
the internal argument is realised in the nominative.
(37)

a.
b.

Jacob
behandelt den
Patienten.
Jacob.nom treats
the.acc patient.acc
‘Jacob treats the patient.’
Der
Patient
wird behandelt.
the.nom patient.nom is
treated
‘The patient is treated.’

By means of a passivisation LR, a new lexical item without subject in its arg-st list is
licensed,41 hence only one argument with structural case remains, yielding the case assignment
in (37b) according to the Case Principle in (38) (cf. Müller 2003, 2019: 285–288). Through
nominalisation of verb stems, the list of structural arguments (2 in (32)) remains unaffected.
The difference between verbal and nominal stem in German is that structural case is realised
as nominative or accusative in the verbal, but as genitive in the nominal domain (cf. Chomsky
1981: 170; Haider 1985: 80–81; Machicao y Priemer 2017: 124–136). In HPSG, the Case
Principle (cf. Meurers 1999: 204; Przepiórkowski 1999: 79–80) takes care of the appropriate

40 The CP/DP parallel proposed by Szabolcsi (1994) for Hungarian is not applicable for German either. First,
in her analysis, the external argument with structural case is realised in the specifier of NP, i.e. after the (overt
or silent) determiner. This DP analysis would force that NCs with PreGens in German have a silent D selecting
an NP. But since arguments of German NCs are optional, the assumed empty determiner could be realised also
with an NP without PreGen, leading to an ungrammatical NC in German (31f). Second, the specifier of DP in
Hungarian is equated with the specifier of CP building on the extractability from this position, furthermore
elements in SpecDP bear dative, i.e. not structural, case. In German, these elements are realised with structural
case and cannot be extracted (see also Section 5.3.1).
41 That one argument is not in the ARG-ST list does not imply to delete it from the semantics of the sign.
Mauner & Koenig (1999) have shown that the unexpressed agent in passive constructions is present in the lexical
representation of the verb rather than derived from conceptual sources.
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case assignment in German and many other languages lexically, making use of the information
in the arg-st list of the lexical item yielding a local solution.
(38)

(39)

(40)

Case Principle (simplified)42
• In the verbal domain (cf. (39)), the first element with structural case in the argst list receives nominative, all further elements in the list with structural case
receive accusative.
• In the nominal domain (cf. (40)), elements with structural case in the arg-st
list receive genitive.
⎡
⎢word
⎢
⎢
⎢PHON ⟨behandelst⟩
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎡
⎡HEAD
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢SPR
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
CAT ⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢COMPS
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢ARG - ST
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣
⎢SS | LOC ⎢
⎢
⎡IND
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢CONT ⎢⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢RELS
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣
⎣
⎣

⎡
⎢word
⎢
⎢
⎢PHON ⟨behandlung⟩
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎡
⎡HEAD
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢SPR
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
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⎢
⎢
⎢COMPS
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢ARG - ST
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣
⎢SS | LOC ⎢
⎢
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⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
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⎢
⎢
⎢
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⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣
⎣
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎤⎥⎥
⎤
verb
⎥⎥⎥⎥
⎥⎥⎥
⎥⎥⎥
⎥⎥⎥
⟨⟩
⎥⎥⎥
⎥⎥⎥
⎥⎥⎥
⟨3, 4⟩
⎥⎥⎥
⎥⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⟨ 3 NP[str] 1 , 4 NP[str] 2 ⟩⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥
⎦⎥⎥⎥
⎤
⎥⎥⎥
0
⎥
⎥⎥
⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎡treat-rel
⎤ ⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎢
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎢
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎢ARG 0
⎥
0⎥ ⎥
⎥⎥
⎢
⎥⎥
⎥⟩⎥⎥
⟨⎢
⎥⎥
⎢AG
1⎥ ⎥
⎥⎥
⎢
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎢
⎥
⎥⎥
2⎥ ⎥
⎢PAT
⎥⎥
⎣
⎦ ⎥⎦
⎦⎦

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎤⎤⎥⎥⎥
noun
⎥⎥⎥
⎥⎥⎥
⎥⎥⎥
⎥⎥⎥
⟨DetP[ XARG 3 ]⟩
⎥⎥⎥
⎥⎥⎥
⎥⎥⎥
⟨4⟩
⎥⎥⎥
⎥⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⟨ 3 NP[str] 1 , 4 NP[str] 2 ⟩⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥
⎦⎥⎥⎥
⎤
⎥⎥⎥
0
⎥
⎥⎥
⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎡treat-rel
⎤ ⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎢
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎢
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎢ARG 0
⎥
0⎥ ⎥
⎥⎥
⎢
⎥⎥
⎥⟩⎥⎥
⟨⎢
⎥⎥
⎢AG
1⎥ ⎥
⎥⎥
⎢
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎢
⎥
⎥⎥
2⎥ ⎥
⎢PAT
⎥⎥
⎣
⎦ ⎥⎦
⎦⎦

Furthermore, German NC arguments of N heads can be marked either with the genitive or
with the preposition von.43 That the preposition von can be used with external (41a) or internal
(41b) arguments indicates that von is a semantically vacuous preposition and that it is not
assigning the theta roles, but the N head itself is. When marked with the preposition, arguments
are realised postnominally, as it is usual for PPs inside NCs. Since this is not the topic of this
paper, we are not giving a full analysis of the genitive-vs.-von variation. But the analysis for this
phenomenon can be made straightforward with the means just shown, i.e. with a LR. This LR
would take one element of the list of structural arguments (i.e. list(str)) of the nominal stem (cf.
output of LR (32) and puts it into its list of PP arguments (i.e. list(pp)). This LR can be applied
recursively (41c) until there are no more structural arguments left.
(41)

a.
b.
c.

unter der Führung [von Crazy Boy Henderson]ag
under the guidance of Crazy Boy Henderson

(DECOW)

Übertragung [von HIV] [von der Mutter] auf das Kind
transmission of HIV from the mother to the child

(DECOW)

die Verwaltung
und Führung
[von Fondsdepots]pat
the administration and management of fund.deposits

(DECOW)

42 The simplification of the Case Principle in (38) concerns cases of “raising”, which need a special treatment.
For further details, cf. Meurers (1999) and Przepiorkówski (1999).
43 See Smith (2003) and Verhoeven & Lehmann (2018) and the literature cited therein for more information
about register dependency and morphosyntactic factors of this variation.
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5.3 The specifier of NP
As it can be concluded from the LR (32) and the as-mapping constraints (34), we propose that
PreGens are (to some extent) inside the DetP in specifier position (cf. (42)).44 There are different
ways to account for the patterns in (24) in an NP analysis. One possibility is to have a unary
syntactic rule converting PreGens into determiners. Another possibility is to propose an empty
determiner taking the PreGen as argument. We choose the latter analysis, since it is supported
by language internal data (cf. Section 5.3.1), and requires fewer additional assumptions needed
only for this construction such as an idiosyncratic rule to convert a complex phrase into a
determiner (but cf. Footnote 70).
In the remainder of this section, we will first introduce a parallel structure to the PreGens (cf.
Section 5.3.1), namely prenominal datives (PreDat), which gives us evidence for the structure
proposed. Then we will turn to possessive constructions (cf. Section 5.3.2) and show that
they can be analysed by the same means presented here, allowing them to be interpreted
as arguments of the head noun. Finally (Section 5.3.3), we provide the lexical items for the
different types of determiners which are combined with the N head and make it possible to
analyse PreGens, PreDats and possessives with a unified account.
(42)

NP
N′

DetP
NP

Det0

N0

NP

Jacobs
Jacob’s

∅

Behandlung
treatment

des Patienten
of the patient

5.3.1 A parallel structure: The prenominal dative
It is commonly assumed that (at least) singular common nouns need a determiner in order
to constitute a complete NC (cf. (31f–h)). The as-mapping constraints (34) are taking this
fact into account adding a determiner to the syntactic valency of the noun (cf. DetP in spr),
therefore being in line with general assumptions about the structure of NCs. The question is:
can determiners host an NC and if so, is there any language internal evidence for that? In some
varieties of German (e.g. Alemannic and Swabian), there is a construction with an NC in the
dative preceding a possessive determiner and its N head (43a) (cf. Demske 2001: Section 4.3.4;
Zifonun 2003: 102; Karnowski & Pafel 2004: 181–184; Sternefeld 2015: 220–221). As (43b)
shows, the NC in the dative (dem Fischer ‘the fisher’) cannot follow the N head (Frau ‘wife’), it
can only precede the possessive determiner (seine ‘his’).
(43)

a.

Das ist [dem
Fischer
seine
Frau].
this is the.dat fisher.dat his.nom wife.nom
‘This is the fisher’s wife.’

(Sternefeld 2015: 221)

b.*Das ist [seine
Frau
dem
Fischer].
this is his.nom wife.nom the.dat fisher.dat
Intended: ‘This is the fisher’s wife.’

The possessive determiner (seine) in (43a) agrees with the N head (Frau) in case, number, and
gender. This construction can appear in the preverbal position in declarative sentences (44) and
it cannot be divided (45), hence this complex structure behaves as one constituent (cf. Karnowski
& Pafel 2004: 181; Machicao y Priemer 2018a).45 Furthermore, the whole construction can be
the complement of a preposition, but only the possessive determiner and the head noun get
case assigned from it. In (46), the preposition auf ‘to’ assigns accusative to seinen Tipp ‘his hint’.
(44)

[Klaus
sein
Händler]
hat auch noch ein paar.
Klaus.dat his.nom dealer.nom has too still a pair
‘Klaus’ dealer also has some.’

(DECOW)

44 DetP is an abbreviation for a (simple or complex) syntactically saturated linguistic object of type synsem
with head value determiner (cf. Footnotes 32 and 39).
45 Szabolcsi (1983; 1994) describes a similar construction in Hungarian. In contrast to German, the Hungarian
dative phrase can be extracted. Furthermore, Szabolcsi (1994: 203) does not analyse the dative morpheme in this
construction as case marker. For German, there is no reason to assume that the phrase is not case marked.
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(45)

(46)

Machicao y Priemer and
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a.*Klaus
hat sein
Händler
auch noch ein paar.
Klaus.dat has his.nom dealer.nom too still a pair

b.*Sein
Händler
hat Klaus
auch noch ein paar.
his.nom dealer.nom has Klaus.dat too still a pair
Haben dann [PP auf [Fabi
seinen Tipp]]
gehört [… ]
have then
to
Fabi.dat his.acc hint.acc heard
‘We then listened to Fabi’s hint.’
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PreGens and PreDats show: (i) German DetPs can be complex, i.e. with an NC in predeterminer
position; and (ii) determiners can constrain elements in their specifier. That is, (i) the possessive
determiner in (43a) requires an (optional) dative NC46 as its specifier, while (ii) the empty
determiner for PreGens (42) requires an obligatory genitive NC.

5.3.2 Possessives
When a head noun is combined with a possessive element (determiner (47a), NP (47b), or PP
(47c)), there is a relationship between the discourse referent introduced by the possessive and
the one of the head noun. We will show that the N head has to be interpreted as relational
(cf. type shifting in Barker 2012: 1114), although in some cases this relation can be rather
underspecified (cf. Szabolcsi 1994: 193).47
(47)

a.
b.
c.

sein Haus
his house

das Haus Jacobs
the house Jacob.gen

das Haus von Jacob
the house of Jacob

Interestingly, possessives behave like arguments. They cannot be iterated (48a) in the same
way as other thematic arguments can’t (48b). Moreover, the variation between genitive and
von-PP (cf. Section 5.2) in German applies also to possessives (47b)–(47c). That is, the sketched
LR for this alternation can apply to possessives as well if they are included in the arg-st list
– a further indication of their argumental status. Furthermore, when the N head is inherently
relational (e.g. ung-nominalisation), a possessive determiner can be interpreted as its argument
(49a).
(48)

a.*seinposs Haus [von dem Vater]poss
his
house of the father

b.*Mariosexp Genesung
[von Peter]exp
Mario.gen convalescence of Peter
(49)

a.
b.

seineposs/ag/pat Behandlung
his
treatment

seineposs/ag/*pat Behandlung Jacobs*poss/*ag/pat
his
treatment Jacob.gen

Also w.r.t. constituent order, possessives show the same restrictions as arguments, with one
exception: the possessor and the highest argument of a nominal head cannot co-occur. For
instance, given the context in (50), i.e. interpreting Tim as patient, Peter as possessor (of the
day care), and Bernd as agent (of the day care), it is possible to have the agent or the possessor
preceding the patient (50a). But the patient can neither precede the agent nor the possessor
(cf. (50b) and (49b)). What is more possessor and agent cannot be realised simultaneously
(50c)–(50d).
(50)

Context: Peter is the father of Tim, and Bernd is the babysitter of the child.
a.
{Berndsag / Petersposs} Betreuung des
Kindespat
Bernd.gen Peter.gen day.care the.gen child.gen
b.*Timspat Betreuung {des
Babysittersag / des
Vatersposs}
Tim.gen day.care
the.gen babysitter.gen the.gen father.gen

46 Nouns in German cannot assign dative case to their arguments. That is a strong indicator for the case
assignment by the determiner.
47

See for instance the concept of proto-roles in the nominal domain in Barker & Dowty (1993).
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c.*Petersposs Betreuung des
Babysittersag
Peter.gen day.care the.gen babysitter.gen
d.*Berndsag Betreuung des
Vatersposs
Bernd.gen day.care the.gen father.gen

These examples show that (i) the possessor behaves as the highest argument of the N head,48
and (ii) since they cannot co-occur, the highest argument must be (syntactically) suppressed
when the possessor is realised. We analyse this change in the argument structure by means of
LR (51). The input of (51) is a nominal stem. The first structural argument of the input’s arg-st
list is a semantic argument of the relation denoted by the noun (5). In the output of the rule,
the relation denoted by the noun (cf. 5) is also available, but the first structural argument of
the arg-st list is now different: it is the possessor (cf. 6) of the denotation of the noun (cf. 4).
Take into account that the agent is not being deleted from the semantics (i.e. it is semantically
implied; cf. Footnote 41), but it is not connected to the arg-st list, hence not being captured
by the as-mapping constraints provided in (34).
(51)

LR: possessor alternation
⎡
⎤
⎢n-stem
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎤⎥⎥
⎡
⎢
⎢CAT | ARG - ST ⟨NP[str]⟩⊕ 2 list(str) ⊕ 3 list(pp)⎥⎥
⎢
⎥⎥
⎢SS | LOC ⎢⎢
⎥⎥
⎢
⎥⎥
⎢
⎢
⎥⎥
⎢CONT [RELS ⟨ 5 ⟩]
⎢
⎥⎥
⎢
⎢
⎦⎦
⎣
⎣

5.3.3 Determiners

⎡poss-n-stem
⎤
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎡
⎤⎥⎥
⎢
⎢CAT | ARG - ST ⟨NP[str] 6 ⟩⊕ 2 ⊕ 3
⎥⎥
⎢
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎢
⎥⎥⎥
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥
⎡IND
4
⎢
⎢
⎥⎥⎥
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎥
⎢
↦⎢
⎢
⎢
⎡poss-rel
⎤ ⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥
⎢SS | LOC ⎢⎢
⎢
⎢
⎥ ⎥⎥⎥
⎢
⎢
⎥ ⎥⎥⎥
⎢CONT ⎢⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢RELS ⟨ 5 , ⎢⎢POSSESSOR 6 ⎥⎥⟩⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎥⎥
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢POSSESSED 4 ⎥ ⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣
⎦ ⎦⎥⎥
⎢
⎢
⎣
⎣
⎦⎦
⎣

A determiner’s task is to determine a noun. It specifies some characteristics of a noun that
are needed for syntactic and semantic purposes. For instance, it is generally assumed that
common nouns are semantically predicates (of type ⟨e,t⟩) and that determiners convert them
into entities (of type e) (cf. Barwise & Cooper 1981: 161–166; Heim & Kratzer 1998: 73–75;
a.o.). The syntactic translation of this semantic fact in MGG approaches is that a common noun
projects an NP (type ⟨e,t⟩) which is the complement of a determiner projecting a DP (type e).
Building on that, it has been proposed that verbs selecting nominal arguments do not select NPs
but DPs, as (52) suggests (cf. Longobardi 1994: 612–613; Chierchia 1998: 342; Adger 2003:
253; a.o.).49
(52)

a.*I bought [NP car].
b.
I bought [DP the [NP car]].

An NP approach has to deal with the semantic and the syntactic fact. As pointed out in Bruening
(2009: 31) “[i]t is generally accepted that semantic function-argument relations do not have to
match syntactic head-complement/specifier relations”, therefore, it is not necessary to assume
that D is the syntactic head of the phrase. In standard HPSG approaches (cf. Pollard & Sag
1994: Section 9.4), a linguistic object such as car in (52a) is not a fully saturated NP, since at
least singular common nouns select (syntactically) for a determiner, that being the reason why
the verb cannot be combined with it.50 On the other hand, there must be a mechanism for the
determiner to determine the noun, i.e. to convert the noun from a predicate into an entity. Here,
we use the standard HPSG assumption that the relation between determiner and noun is one of
mutual selection (Pollard & Sag 1994: 50). The noun selects the synsem value of a determiner
through its spr attribute, while the determiner selects the synsem value of the non-saturated
nominal it is being combined with through its spec(ified) feature.
In (53), the lexical entry of the German feminine definite determiner die is provided. It is a
syntactically fully saturated element (i.e. spr and comps lists are empty), its head value is
det(erminer), defined as having a spec attribute whose value is a non-saturated nominal object
48

For a similar suggestion in LFG, see Bresnan et al. (2016: 315–316).

49 A different approach is postulated in Sportiche (2005: 40–44) where NPs (not DPs) are assumed to be base
generated in their argument positions being then moved to a position where they form a constituent with the D
head (a DP).
50 See Section 6 for a discussion of the functor approach and Netter (1994: 310–312) for a DP proposal in
HPSG based on functional completeness.
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(i.e. Nʹ). This Nʹ is the nominal object the determiner is going to be combined with and has
an ind value 1 (its semantic content), which is structure shared with the arg0 value of the
def(initeness)-rel(ation) of the determiner, leading to a definite interpretation of the NC.
(53)

⎡
⎢PHON
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢SYNSEM |
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

LOC

⟨die⟩
⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢CAT
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢CONT
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎡
⎡
⎤⎤⎥ ⎤⎥⎥⎥
⎢
⎥⎥ ⎥⎥
⎢HEAD ⎢⎢det
⎥
⎢
⎢SPEC N′ ⎥⎥⎥ ⎥⎥⎥⎥
⎢
⎢
⎥⎥ ⎥⎥
1
⎢
⎣
⎦⎥ ⎥⎥
⎢
⎢XARG
⎥ ⎥⎥⎥⎥
none
⎢
⎥ ⎥⎥
⎢
⎥ ⎥⎥
⎢SPR
⎥ ⎥⎥
⟨⟩
⎢
⎥ ⎥⎥
⎢COMPS ⟨⟩
⎥ ⎥⎥
⎢
⎥ ⎥⎥
⎣
⎦ ⎥⎥
⎡
⎤ ⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥
⎡
⎢
⎥ ⎥⎥⎥
⎢def-rel
⎢
⎥⟩⎥⎥⎥
⎢RELS ⟨⎢⎢
⎥
⎢
1 ⎥ ⎥⎥⎥
ARG
0
⎢
⎢
⎣
⎦ ⎥⎦⎥⎦⎥⎥
⎣
⎦

In contrast, the lexical entry for the empty determiner (55) has no phonological contribution,
similar to the lexical entry for traces (cf. Pollard & Sag 1994: 161; Müller 2019: 291; a.o.). The
empty determiner selects some synsem element (i.e. the PreGen) through its spr attribute,51
and – as any other determiner – it selects the N head through its spec feature. In order for the
PreGen to be realised in DetP, but being accessible for the N head, we present an analysis based
on the feature called external argument (xarg) first proposed in Sag & Pollard (1991: 89)52
for phenomena such as control and further developed in Sag (2007: 408–410) to deal with
locality issues within phenomena such as idiomatic expressions (54) in which the synsem of the
non-head daughter (e.g. his) must be visible at phrasal level to be constrained from the outside
(e.g. for co-reference).53
(54)

Hei lost [hisi/*heri marbles].

(Sag 2007: 408)

Following Sag (2007: 403),
a construction cannot have direct access to properties of a mother and its
granddaughters. If we observe that there is some such dependency, then we
must provide an analysis in terms of some property of the granddaughter that is
systematically encoded on the daughter, and hence rendered locally accessible at the
higher level.
This is the task of the xarg attribute. It encodes systematically that the synsem of the PreGen
is locally accessible at the level of the DetP (cf. (58)). The value of xarg is a synsem object.
In contrast to the elements of spr and comps, its value is not cancellable through saturation
(Sag 2007: 410). Although the name xarg is reminiscent of the external argument used in MGG
approaches, the concept behind it is not the same. xarg projects information of a non-head
daughter to the phrasal level such that it is available for selection, e.g. theta role and case
assignment. In the lexical entry of the empty determiner (55), it is specified that the value
of spr and xarg are structure shared (2). In comparison, the xarg value of the definite
determiner (53) is none, i.e. nothing is being projected to the DetP level.
(55)

51

⎡PHON
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢SYNSEM |
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

LOC

⟨⟩
⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢CAT
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢CONT
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

⎡
⎢
⎢HEAD
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢XARG
⎢
⎢
⎢SPR
⎢
⎣
⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢RELS
⎢
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎡
⎤⎤⎥⎤⎥⎥
⎢det
⎥⎥⎥⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢SPEC N′ ⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥
⎢
1 ⎥ ⎥⎥
⎣
⎦⎥⎥⎥⎥
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥
2
⎥⎥⎥
⎥⎥⎥
⎥⎥⎥
⟨2⟩
⎥⎥⎥
⎦⎥⎥
⎡
⎤ ⎤⎥ ⎥⎥⎥⎥
⎢sum-op ⎥ ⎥ ⎥⎥
⎥⟩⎥ ⎥⎥
⟨⎢⎢
⎥
⎢ARG 0 1 ⎥ ⎥⎥ ⎥⎥⎥⎥
⎣
⎦ ⎦ ⎦⎥
⎦

We will address the semantics of the empty determiner in Section 5.5.

52 xarg (or ext-arg) as proposed in Sag & Pollard (1991: 89–92) has been implemented into Minimal
Recursion Semantics in Copestake et al. (2001: 146) as a purely semantic attribute. xarg – as we use it – takes a
synsem object as value.
53 See also: “it would be desirable to use the same feature to make genitive pronouns that are realized within a
given NP available for selection by elements outside that NP” (Sag 2007: 408).
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Take into account, that the as-mapping constraints in (34) determine that a noun taking a PreGen
has a DetP with a synsem as xarg value, which is also interpreted as one of the arguments of
the noun. In addition, the empty determiner is selecting a synsem as specifier, whose value
is structure shared with its xarg value. Therefore, when empty determiner and noun are
combined, the specifier of the determiner (2 in (55)) will have the same synsem value as the
element in the noun’s arg-st list, i.e. an NP with structural case with a specific theta role.54
What about possessive determiners? They share similarities with definite determiners, but also
with PreGens. Similar to definite determiners, they do not select elements through the valency
lists and they mark the noun as definite (cf. spr and def-rel in (56)). But similar to PreGens, they
can be interpreted as arguments of the noun (49). Therefore, the possessive determiner must
be able to bear a theta role assigned by the N head. In contrast to PreGens, they do not bear
genitive, otherwise determiner and noun would not agree in case. This behaviour of possessive
determiners can be accounted for with our analysis. In the lexical entry (56), the possessive
takes an NP as its xarg value. The index value of this NP and of the determiner are structure
shared (cf. 2), it is an entity in 3rd person, singular, masculine or neuter, i.e. the index value
of seine ‘his’.55
(56)

⎡
⎢PHON
⟨seine⟩
⎢
⎢
⎡
⎢
⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢HEAD
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢CAT
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢XARG
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢SPR
⎢
⎢
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎡
⎢SYNSEM | LOC ⎢⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢IND
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
CONT
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢RELS
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣
⎣
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎤
⎥
⎡
⎤⎤⎥
⎥⎥
⎢det
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎢
⎥
⎥⎥
⎢SPEC N′ ⎥⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎢
1⎥
⎥⎥
⎣
⎦⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥
NP 2
⎥⎥
⎥
⎥⎥
⎥
⎥⎥
⎥
⟨⟩
⎥⎥
⎦
⎥⎥
⎤
⎡PER 3
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥
⎢
⎥⎥⎥⎥
⎢
⎥⎥⎥⎥
⎥⎥⎥⎥
2⎢
⎢NUM sg
⎥⎥⎥⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢GEN mas ∨ neu⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥
⎣
⎦⎥⎥⎥
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥
⎡
⎤
⎥⎥⎥
⎢def-rel
⎥
⎥⎥⎥
⎥⟩
⟨⎢⎢
⎥⎥⎥
⎥
⎥⎥⎥
⎢ARG 0 1 ⎥
⎥⎥⎥
⎣
⎦
⎦⎦⎦

This analysis reflects the double life of possessive determiners. On the one hand, they are
functional elements determining the noun. On the other hand, they behave like nominal
elements, introducing a discourse referent that can bear a theta role. Karnowski & Pafel (2004:
184) have therefore analysed them as D heads taking an empty pronominal DP, in our approach
this information is in the lexical entry.56

5.4 Dominance schemata
To combine linguistic objects on a syntactic level, HPSG makes use of phrasal schemata (cf.
Pollard & Sag 1994: 402–403; Sag 1997: 478–479; Müller & Machicao y Priemer 2019: 331–
333). Behandlung ‘treatment’ is combined with its complement des Patienten ‘of the patient’
through the following schema (cf. also (58)):
(57)

head-complement-phrase ⇒ ⎡⎢SYNSEM | LOC | CAT | COMPS 1
⎢
⎢
⎢HEAD - DTR | SYNSEM | LOC | CAT |
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢NON - HEAD - DTRS ⟨[SYNSEM 2 ]]⟩
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
2
1
COMPS ⟨ ⟩ ⊕
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

This schema, for all combinations of heads with complements, states that if a linguistic object
(N′ in (58)) is of type head-complement-phrase, then the synsem value of the non-head daughter
(NP des Patienten in (58)) matches the constraints imposed by the first element of the comps list
54 The argument-structure mapping in Section 5.1 together with the constraints posit by the specific
determiners can account for the ungrammaticality of (10a)–(10b) since the definite determiner does not allow the
combination with a genitive, and also the ungrammaticality of (31f)–(31h) since the empty determiner requires
the genitive NC as its specifier.
55 Recall that the possessive relation is added to the noun by means of the LR (51) (cf. also Szabolcsi 1994:
197, and for different HPSG accounts Demske 2001: 249 and Müller 1999).
56 PreDats (cf. Section 5.3.1) can be analysed as dative NPs in the spr of a possessive Det (in some German
dialects) sharing their index value with Det, due to co-reference. Through structure sharing of index values, the
PreDat gets the possessive theta role from the noun.
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of the head daughter (N0 in (58)). The comps value of the resulting head-complement phrase
(N′ in (58)) is the comps value of the head daughter without the synsem value of the non-head
daughter, the empty list in (58) since the head does not have further complements.
(58)

head-speciﬁerphrase

head-speciﬁerphrase

3 DetP

⎡
⎢XARG
⎢
⎢SPR ⟨⟩
⎢
⎣

1 NP

Jacobs
Jacob’s

NP

⎤
⎡
⎢SPR ⟨⟩ ⎥
⎥
⎢
⎢COMPS ⟨⟩⎥
⎥
⎢
⎦
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

N′

1⎥

Det0

⎡XARG 1 ⎤
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢SPR ⟨ 1 ⟩ ⎥
⎢
⎥
⎣
⎦

∅

N0

⎡
⎤
⎢SPR ⟨ 3 ⟩ ⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢COMPS ⟨⟩⎥
⎣
⎦

⎡
⎡
⎤⎤
⎢
⎢SPR ⟨ 3 DetP[ XARG 1 NP[str] 4 ]⟩⎥⎥⎥
⎢
⎥⎥
⎢CAT ⎢⎢
⎥⎥
⎢
⎢COMPS ⟨ 2 NP[str] ⟩
⎥⎥
⎢
⎢
⎥⎥
5
⎢
⎣
⎦⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎡
⎤
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢CONT∣RELS ⟨⎢⎢AG 4 ⎥⎥⟩
⎥
⎢
⎢PAT 5 ⎥
⎥
⎢
⎢
⎥
⎥
⎢
⎣
⎦
⎦
⎣
Behandlung
treatment

head-complementphrase

2 NP

des Patienten
of the patient

The combination of a head with its specifier (in our case Jacobs or die ‘the’ with Behandlung,
or a subject with a verb in an SVO language) is constrained by the schema (59). It states that
if a linguistic object (NP in (58)) is of type head-specifier-phrase, then the synsem value of the
non-head daughter (DetP in (58)) is token identical with the last element of the spr list of the
head daughter (N′ in (58)).57 The spr value of the resulting linguistic object is the spr value of
the head daughter without the synsem value of the non-head daughter; the empty list in (58)
since the head does not have further specifiers.
(59)

⎤
head-speciﬁer-phrase ⇒ ⎢⎡SYNSEM | LOC | CAT | SPR 1
⎥
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎤
⎡
⎢
⎥
⎢
2
1
SPR
⊕ ⟨ ⟩⎥⎥⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢HEAD - DTR | SYNSEM | LOC | CAT ⎢⎢
⎥
⎢
⎢COMPS ⟨⟩ ⎥⎥⎥
⎢
⎥⎥
⎢
⎢
⎦⎥
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎥
⎢NON - HEAD - DTRS ⟨[SYNSEM 2 ]]⟩
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎣
⎦

The combination of the empty determiner58 with the NP Jacobs is licensed by the head-specifierphrase schema (59) as well. The empty determiner itself further constrains that the synsem
value of its specifier is stored in xarg (cf. value of D0’s xarg in (58)). The value of xarg is
projected onto the phrasal level to be visible for local selection (cf. value of DetP’s xarg in (58)).
The argument mappings provided in (34) ensure that the specifier of the head noun has the
expected argument as value of its own xarg. In this way, the theta role assigned by the head
noun reaches the PreGen.

5.5 Compositionality, complexity, and recursion
As mentioned in Section 3.1, the possibility of having complex PreGens in German is a
controversial topic in the literature. Complex PreGens are accepted in some analyses (cf. Vater
1991: 23; Müller 1999: 59–60; Sternefeld 2015: 212; Machicao y Priemer 2017: 233–234;
Verhoeven & Lehmann 2018: 10), and rejected in others (cf. Bhatt 1990: 114–115; Olsen 1991:
48–49; Hartmann & Zimmermann 2003; Karnowski & Pafel 2004: 183), but as shown in (19),
they can be found in corpora. Complex recursive structures in the German prenominal position
are even more contentious (cf. Hartmann & Zimmermann 2003: 182; Roeper & Snyder 2005:
57 Take into account that the constraint (59) states that all elements in comps must be saturated (see empty
list). The elements of spr are therefore “higher” arguments than the ones of comps.
58 As mentioned in Footnote 14, the status of English ’s is a controversial topic. In our representation of
’s as syntactic head, we follow Pollard & Sag (1994: 53) and Ginzburg & Sag (2000: 192), but our analysis
concentrates on the German data.
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164; Kobele & Zimmermann 2012: 229; Andrews 2017: 2; Chomsky et al. 2019: 4). However,
such examples can be found in corpora as well (60). Normally, recursive PreGens are leftbranching (60a–c), but it is also possible to find examples like (60d) in which the N head of the
PreGen Sohnes ‘son’s’ has a PostGen Gottes ‘god’s’. It is also worth mentioning that the PreDat
structure shown in Section 5.3.1 can be recursive as well, as (60e) from a slogan for federal
elections in Germany discussed in Karnowski & Pafel (2004: 181) and Zifonun (2003: 100)
shows.
(60)

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Ihres Vaters
Vaters
Schwester Mann
your father.gen father.gen sister.gen man
‘your father’s father’s sister’s husband’

(DECOW)

mit [des
Vaters
Bruders
Witwe]
with the.gen father.gen brother.gen widow.dat
‘with the father’s brother’s widow’

(DECOW)

Einschüsse auf [Peters
Bruders
Harley]59
bullet.holes on Peter.gen brother.gen Harley
‘bullet holes on Peter’s brother’s Harley’

Maria ist [des
Sohnes Gottes
Mutter].
Maria is the.gen son.gen God.gen mother
‘Maria is god’s son’s mother.’

(DECOW)

Ich wähl [Doris
ihrem Mann
seine
Partei].
I vote Doris.dat her.dat husband.dat seine.acc Partei.acc
‘I am voting for Doris’ husband’s party.’

Given that corpus data can be presented and that the constructions are (difficult but)
interpretable, we assume that complex as well as recursive PreGens are possible in German
(cf. too Haider 1988: 56; Machicao y Priemer 2017: 239; Verhoeven & Lehmann 2018: 10).
Nevertheless, several factors determine the lower frequency of complex PreGens in contrast
to PostGens and other types of structures. First, as shown in Karlsson (2007: 114–116);
Verhoeven & Lehmann (2018: 4); a.o. some types of (self-)embedding structures are generally
less preferred than others across phrasal types. For instance, center embedding is less preferred
than left embedding (i.e. PostGens), and right embedding (i.e. PreGens) is the least preferred
option. Second, Verhoeven & Lehmann’s study shows as well that in language use, NPs are less
frequently complex (in terms of embedding) than VPs and CPs (cf. also Andrews 2017). The
third reason has to do with the function of PreGens in contrast to PostGens. NCs with PreGens
are difficult to parse because the PreGen is used as part of a semantic function to identify the
entity referred to by the N head, i.e. as a part of the function of the determiner (cf. Haider 1988:
39). For instance, Jacobs in (61a) tells us which convalescence we are referring to, namely one
related to Jacob. Adding further PreGens increases the parsing difficulty of such structures. For
instance, in (60c) to identify the referent of Witwe ‘widow’ we need to know the referent of
Vaters ‘father’s’, then we can identify the referent of Vaters Bruders ‘father’s brother’s’, only then
we are able to localise the referent of Witwe ‘widow’.
(61)

a.

Jacobs
Genesung
verlief problemlos.
Jacob.gen convalescence.nom went trouble-free
‘Jacob’s recovery went smoothly.’

b.*Genesung
Jacobs
verlief problemlos.
convalescence.nom Jacob.gen went trouble-free

Furthermore, as (62) shows, common nouns can be easily used as PreGens, but unlike proper
names or kinship terms, they are almost impossible to find in recursive structures. The question
arises: should the grammar rule out these constructions or is there another reason for not
finding them? Any grammar allowing PreGens with common nouns (62) and recursive PreGen
structures with proper nouns and kinship terms (60) would as well allow recursive PreGen
structures with common nouns (regardless of DP or NP analysis).60 The remarks just provided
concerning structural complexity give an insight into a possible explanation for the absence
59

URL: http://www.tautoo.de/galerie.html , accessed: 15/04/2020.

60 A grammar ruling out recursive PreGens with common nouns would have (i) to impose constraints for
different subtypes of nouns (by means of underspecification this can be easily done in HPSG) and (ii) to count
embedding levels in order to allow (62) but penalising every single further embedding, e.g. des Donners Schlags
Krachen ‘the crushing of the thunder’s strike’.
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of these structures: proper names and relational nouns (in contrast to common nouns) are
preferred in such positions as they are easier to interpret – their referents are more salient. That
is, the reason we don’t find common nouns in these structures is possibly a performance factor.
Therefore, an approach able to analyse these complex recursive constructions is nevertheless
needed – and provided in our approach.
(62)

a.
b.

mit [des
Donners
Krachen]
with the.gen thunder.gen crashing
‘with the thunder’s crushing’

[Des
Katers Leben] bestimmt meines.
the.gen cat.gen life
determines mine
‘The cat’s life determines mine.’

(DECOW)
(DECOW)

A further argument for our analysis, particularly for the empty determiner, is provided by
the compositionality of the construction.61 As shown in (52), a singular common noun in
German needs a determiner (or a quantifier) in order to appear as an argument of a verb.
The asymmetry between PreGen and PostGen w.r.t. the necessity of a determiner (61a)–(61b)
suggests that they do not have the same function within the NC (cf. Hartmann & Zimmermann’s
analysis of PreGens as D heads). On the other hand, it has been shown that PreGens and
PostGens can be equally interpreted as arguments of the N head. In our analysis, we guarantee
that not all elements in the spr of N get a theta role assigned (e.g. definite determiners
don’t). The possibility of bearing a theta role is regulated by the determiner, e.g. possessive
determiner and PreGen with empty determiner can get a theta role. That is, analysing PreGens
and PostGens equally would be wrong since the plain semantic combination of a head noun
such as Genesung ‘convalescence’ with a PreGen argument such as Jacobs in (61a) would lead
to a saturation of the semantic valency of the noun, but not to its determination. That is to
say, a semantic operator determining (or quantifying over) the noun would be missing. The
semantic analysis we provide is based on the following premises. First, the genitive NPs in
prenominal and postnominal position are – at first sight – equal, and the genitive in both cases
(in contrast to Partee 1997 for English, Hartmann & Zimmermann 2003 and Olsen 1991 for
German) is a marker of case and has no further semantic meaning. Accordingly, the meanings
of eines ‘a.gen’, Mannes ‘man.gen’, and their combination eines Mannes can be specified as
usual (63).
(63)

a.
b.
c.

⟦eines⟧ = λPλQ∃x[P(x) ∧ Q(x)]
⟦Mannes⟧ = λx[man(x)]
⟦eines Mannes⟧ = λQ∃x[man(x) ∧ Q(x)]

Secondly, to avoid having to assume two different empty determiners (one for definite
descriptions in the genitive, another for genitive quantified NCs),62 proper names and other
definite descriptions are type-shifted from elements of type e to quantifiers of type ⟨et,e⟩ (64b),
following Partee (1987: 121). This can be justified by the possibility of proper names and
quantified NPs to be coordinated (64a).
(64)

a.
b.

[[Jacobs]
oder [eines anderen Mannes]] Freund
war da.
Jacob.gen or
an.gen other.gen man.gen friend.nom was there
‘Jacob’s or another man’s friend was there.’
⟦Jacobs⟧ = λQ[Q(jacob)]

Thirdly, as pointed out in Barker (1995: 50–55; 2012: 1114), N heads with PreGens have a
relational interpretation (cf. also Szabolcsi 1994: 197). Therefore, not only inherent relational
but also non-relational nouns in such a construction need a semantic structure supporting a
relational reading. Hence, non-relational nouns need to be type-shifted into relational ones.63
For instance, nouns such as Freund ‘friend’ (65a) and Genesung ‘convalescence’ (65b) are

61 For convenience, we provide the following semantic representations as lambda terms, for a similar
approach, see Sag et al. (2020: 103).
62 Take into account that we do not need either an empty determiner for possessive and another for
argumental readings (cf. (17) and (18)), since the relation is provided by the noun.
63

This can be achieved with the type-shifter π (Barker 2012: 1114), π = λPλxλy[P(y) ∧ R(x)(y)].
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inherently relational, while Fahrrad ‘bicycle’ is type-shifted to relational with an unspecified
relation R holding between the entity in the PreGen and the bicycle.
(65)

a.
b.
c.

⟦Freund⟧ = λx λy[friend(x)(y)]
⟦Genesung⟧ = λx λy[convalescence (x)(y)]
⟦Fahrrad⟧ = λx λy[bicycle(y) ∧ R(x)(y)]

The empty determiner (66) takes care of the semantic composition of PreGen and N head
(cf. (67)). By means of function application, it takes first a quantified NP (Qʹ ∈ D⟨⟨et⟩,t⟩) as
argument (e.g. (63c) or (64b)) giving as a result a function from relational nouns (f ∈ D⟨e,⟨e,t⟩⟩)
to quantifiers (⟨⟨et⟩,t⟩). Then, the resulting complex determiner (e.g. [eines Mannes ∅])
takes the relational noun as argument resulting in a quantifier that can be combined with a
verb.
(66)

⟦∅⟧ := λQʹλf[λP[Qʹ(λx[P(σy[f(x)(y)])])]]

(67)

NP
λ P[∃x[man(x) ∧ P(σ y[friend(x)(y)])]]

DetP
λ f [λ P[∃x[man(x) ∧ P(σ y[ f (x)(y)])]]]

NP
λ Q∃x[man(x) ∧ Q(x)]

DetP
λ Pλ Q∃x[P(x) ∧ Q(x)]
eines
a.GEN

N0
λ x λ y[friend(x)(y)]

Det0
λ Q′ λ f [λ P[Q′ (λ x[P(σ y[ f (x)(y)]))])]]

N0
λ x[man(x)]

Freund
friend

∅

Mannes
man. GEN

The resulting interpretation of the NC in (67) is a function from predicates to truth values (since
it is a quantifier) such that “there is a man (x) who is in a friendship with an individual y and
a predicate P applies to y”. The variable y is bound by a sum operator σ – introduced by the
determiner – due to possible interactions of the NP with other quantifiers. In other approaches
(cf. Partee 1997: 466–467; Hartmann & Zimmermann 2003: 180), it has been proposed to
bind the referential variable of the N head with the ι operator, but this interpretation is too
restricted. For instance, in (68) there is a possible interpretation of a sum individual of different
dreams that was fulfilled, the ι operator would give us the unique dream shared by all men that
was fulfilled.64
(68)

Aller
Männer Traum
wurde erfüllt.
all.gen men.gen dream.nom was
fulfilled
‘All men’s dream was fulfilled.’

Similar to Hartmann & Zimmermann (2003: 176),65 we treat the PreGen with the empty
Det as semantic functor (cf. (13)). In contrast to their analysis, our solution (i) allows for
complex PreGens (e.g. quantified NPs), (ii) is compatible with recursive structures, and
(iii) is based on an NP analysis. Furthermore, in our approach, the empty Det (and not
the genitive affix) determines which type of semantic objects it can combine with, but
the relational semantics is provided by the noun, allowing us to assign theta roles to its
arguments and possessives.

64

See Krifka (1996), Yoon (1996), and Champollion & Krifka (2016) for more about sum individuals.

65

See also Partee (1997) for a similar proposal.
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6 Alternative NP analyses in HPSG
A different NP analysis in HPSG is based on the head-functor-phrase (cf. Van Eynde 1998;
2006; Allegranza 1998; 2007). In this approach (cf. (69)), the determiner (or PreGen) is not
treated as a dependent of N, but as a functor taking the N head and marking it (Allegranza
2007: 260). This analysis is reminiscent of the NC treatment in Categorial Grammar, where the
determiner (a functor) selects N licensing an NP/DP (cf. Vennemann & Harlow 1977; Bouma
1988; Steedman 1989; 2000).
(69)

head-functor-phrase

NP

⎡
⎢HEAD∣SEL
⎢
⎢MARK
⎢
⎣

6
7

NP

⎡
⎢HEAD
⎢
⎢MARK
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎥
marked⎥⎥
⎦

⎤
⎥
7⎥
⎥
⎦
1⎥

AP

⎡
⎢HEAD∣SEL
⎢
⎢MARK
⎢
⎣

4
5

6 N′

⎡
⎢HEAD
⎢
⎢MARK
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎥
unmarked⎥⎥
⎦
N0

Jacobs / die
Jacob’s / the

gute
good

head-functor-phrase
⎤
⎥
5⎥
⎥
⎦
1⎥
4 N′

⎡HEAD
1⎤
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢COMPS ⟨⟩⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢MARK
3⎥
⎣
⎦

⎤
⎡HEAD
1
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢COMPS ⟨ 2 ⟩
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
3 unmarked⎥
⎢MARK
⎦
⎣
Behandlung
treatment

head-complement-phrase

2 NP

des Patienten
of the patient

The functor analysis works with the features mark(ing) and sel(ect). The mark value of a
lexical item reflects its degree of saturation, i.e. unmarked, if it needs a determiner to form
a complete phrase (e.g. singular common nouns, cf. 5 in (69)), and marked, if it already
has a determiner (7 in (69)) or is fully saturated by itself (e.g. mass nouns) (Van Eynde
2020a: 7–8; 2006: 166–170). The sel attribute is similar to spec (cf. Section 5.3.3). Its value
constrains the type of head a functor combines with. For instance, the functors Jacobs or die
in (69) select an unmarked N′ (6) licensing an NP. Since the head-functor-phrase is a subtype
of headed-phrase, the head value of the head daughter (cf. 1) is projected (cf. Footnote
30)66 Furthermore, the Marking Principle states that the MARK value of a head-complement
phrase (cf. 3) is shared with the head daughter, but for head-functor phrases (cf. 5, 7) it
is shared with the functor (Van Eynde 2006: 166; 2020a: 10; based on Pollard & Sag 1994:
400).
This approach has the following advantages (Van Eynde 2020b: xiv): First, it simplifies the
phrase structural component accounting for head-adjunct and head-specifier phrases only
with the head-functor-phrase. Second, it analyses NCs as NPs reflecting the pro NP arguments
given here. Third, it eliminates the functional parts of speech (determiner, numeral, auxiliary,
etc.), e.g. determiners are defined by means of their mark and sel values (Van Eynde
2006: 164). That is, in (69), Jacobs and die are fully saturated, marked “nouns” selecting an
unmarked N′.
On the other hand, the prenominal position in German poses several challenges for the functor
analysis. For instance, assuming the combination of argumental PreGen and noun licensed by
66 This is a major distinction from Categorial Grammar approaches analysing D as functor and head, cf.
Vennemann & Harlow (1977: 246) vs. Bouma (1988: 36–38).
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the head-functor-phrase, N is not selecting the functor, hence it cannot determine the PreGen’s
theta role (cf. (24b), (24c), (26)), and since functors cannot modify the valency of the head
(Abeillé et al. 2004: 23), the PreGen cannot be taken to be an argument of N. Furthermore,
in the functor analysis, possessive determiners provide the possessive semantics (Van Eynde
2020a: 12; see also Ginzburg & Sag 2000: 399): the functor selects N determining its referent
as possessed. But possessive determiners and PreGens have a double life (cf. Section 5.3.2).
They can be interpreted with different theta roles depending on the noun or with a possessive
role (see LR (51)). To account for that (cf. (49a)), homonymous determiners would have to
be proposed. Moreover, it would not be clear how a prenominal possessive can be interpreted
as a patient, but only if the agent or possessor are not realised postnominally (cf. (49b)). To
account for these data, the head would need access to the functor, leading to a double selection
as proposed here (N selects DetP through spr, Det selects N through spec), or to non-local
selection, i.e. the functor would have to see which nominal arguments have already been
realised (cf. (20) and its discussion).
A further problem of this account concerns the quantification of N. To avoid empty determiners,
the functor analysis proposes that plural and mass nouns, i.e. elements that can appear without
(overt) determiners (70a), have a lexically inherent (existential) quantifier (Allegranza 1998:
99–103). But since plural and mass nouns can combine with a determiner, this account is
forced to delete the inherent quantifier when an overt determiner appears (70b) (cf. Allegranza
1998: 104 for technical details).67 Besides difficulties w.r.t. compositionality arising by deleting
semantic material through syntactic combination (cf. Copestake et al. 2001; Bender et al. 2015),
this account would also have problems with nouns in predicative structures (70c), where nouns
are generally assumed to denote predicates and not entities or quantified elements.68 That is,
the quantifier must be deleted as well, but not through addition of a different determiner as
proposed in Allegranza (1998: 104).
(70)

a.
b.
c.

I have to buy coffee.
I have to buy my coffee.
This beverage is coffee and that one is tea.

Summarising, the functor approach provides a simplification of the grammatical component
removing empty determiners, making the part of speech classification more parsimonious, and
simplifying the phrase structural component.69 Nevertheless, the economical advantage of this
approach decreases with the difficulties it encounters: different deletion rules for quantifiers
must be added at a syntactic level, several possessive determiners with different theta roles
must be included to the lexicon, pre and postnominal asymmetries are not accounted for, etc. In
our approach, we handle these difficulties straightforwardly. The price we have to pay in some
cases is a phonetically empty determiner, which is in any case empirically justified on the basis
of the need for a quantifier.70 Furthermore, our (specifier) approach reflects the parallelism
between sentences and NCs (2) since the DetP is treated as part of the valency of N, in contrast
to the functor approach.
Another possibility to account for NPs in HPSG, proposed to us by a reviewer, is to analyse
PreGens as raised arguments by means of weak heads. Weak heads are lexical heads introduced
to deal e.g. with the non-prepositional uses of de in French, i.e. de-N′ combinations that do not
behave as PPs, but as NPs, such as in beaucoup de livres ‘a lot of books’ (cf. Abeillé et al. 2004:
9; 2006: 156). Adapting this concept to NC structures, determiners would be analysed as weak
heads.

67 This is also a problem for Netter’s (1994) DP account. His account based on functional completeness is
syntactically interesting w.r.t. determinerless DPs, but it is semantically opaque.
68 See Van Eynde (2015: 158–163) for a different treatment of predicative nouns. However, further difficulties
arise by the combination of inherently quantified nouns with modal or privative adjectives, which do not assert
the existence of the entity denoted by the noun (cf. Müller 2020).
69 Take into account that eliminating the head-specifier-phrase in the nominal domain does not entail to
simplify the phrase structural component in general, since it would have to be used for subjects in SVO languages
(cf. Sag et al. 2003: 100–103; Müller & Machicao y Priemer 2019: 327). Another possibility is to assume a headsubject-phrase instead (cf. Van Eynde 2020b: xvii; Allegranza 2007: 261), but that is not more economical either.
70 See also Müller (2013: 87) for further arguments. It is worth mentioning that empty elements can be
replaced by unary rules, for details see Müller (2020: Section 5).
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(71)

head-speciﬁer-phrase

⎡HEAD 1 ⎤
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢MARK 7 ⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢SPR
⟨⟩⎥⎦
⎣

3 NP
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N′

⎡HEAD 1 ⎤
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢MARK 7 ⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢SPR
⟨ 3 ⟩⎥⎥
⎢
⎣
⎦

⎤
⎡HEAD
1
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎢MARK
7 marked⎥
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢SPR
⟨3⟩
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
6
⎥
⎢COMPS ⟨ ⟩
⎦
⎣

Jacobs
Jacob’s

∅

head-complement-phrase

N0

6 N′

⎤
⎡
1 ⎥
⎢HEAD
⎥
⎢
⎢MARK
2 ⎥
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎢SPR
⟨ 3 ⟩⎥⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎢COMPS ⟨⟩ ⎥
⎥
⎢
⎦
⎣

⎤
⎡HEAD
1 noun
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎢MARK
2 unmarked⎥
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢SPR
⟨3⟩
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
4
⎥
⎢COMPS ⟨ ⟩
⎦
⎣
Behandlung
treatment

head-complement-phrase

4 NP

des Patienten
of the patient

In (71), the weak head would have to be an empty element71 that combines with a noun by
means of the head-complement-phrase, so no further phrasal constraints (e.g. head-marker or
head-functor-phrase) have to be added. Similar to the functor approach, weak heads use the
mark feature and the Marking Principle. The weak head selects for an unmarked N′ (cf. 6
and 2) with an empty comps list and projects its own mark value, i.e. marked (7). The
peculiarity of weak heads is that they adopt the head (1), spr (3), and cont values of their
complements (6). Therefore, when a weak head selects for a noun, the projected phrase is
an NP. Furthermore, if the noun selected for a specifier, after the combination with the weak
head, the new phrase selects for the same specifier (3) rendering a raising analysis of PreGens,
i.e. weak heads are – per definition – subject raisers (Abeillé et al. 2006: 156).72 In the case
of NCs with PreGens, the weak head has to be realised by an empty element, because weak
heads are lexical heads (Abeillé et al 2006: 156), i.e. it is not possible to assume that (complex)
prenominal genitive phrases are weak heads. Similar to the empty Det in (55), it would have its
own semantic contribution and combine it with the semantic contribution of N.
But a weak head analysis does not work for NCs without changes in the central concept of
weak heads. First, xarg is needed and a weak head has to raise its value, and not the element
in spr. Assuming that a noun has its PreGen in spr, would lead to PreGen-noun structures
(licensed through head-specifier-phrase) in which the noun is semantically not determined.
Second, in the case of PreDats, the weak head cannot just raise the specifier of the noun, but
it has to assign dative to it. Third, w.r.t. possessive determiners, the weak head itself needs
an xarg value (cf. (56) and its discussion). A further (minor) problem concerns the parallel
between NCs and sentences, since subjects are not expected to take the verb as a syntactic
complement. A major problem of a raising analysis in general concerns constituency, since
it implies a constituent structure in which the determiner combines with the noun, and the
PreGen/PreDat combines with the resulting phrase (cf. (18)). As (72) shows, regardless of their
complexity, the prenominal elements can occupy the same position and have a complementary

71

For PreDats, the possessive determiner would be the weak head rendering the raising of a constituent.

72 In Abeillé et al.’s (2004; 2006) weak head analysis, three valency lists are used: subj, spr, and comps.
For explanatory purposes, we have adapted this to our model with only two lists: spr and comps (cf. Müller &
Machicao y Priemer 2019: 327). The raising problem remains the same.
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distribution (10). This strongly suggests that the prenominal complex is a constituent (cf. Kim
2020: 54).
(72)

{dem
Basti
seine / Basti-s
/ die / meine} Behandlung
the.dat Basti.dat his
Basti-gen the my
treatment
‘Basti’s / Basti’s / the / my treatment’

The constituent structure we propose (58) takes this into account combining PreGen and empty
Det first, and the complex DetP with N later. NP approaches in HPSG (cf. Pollard & Sag 1994:
53; Ginzburg & Sag 2000: 193; Kim 2020: Section 3.1; for English), but also some DP analyses
for German (Karnowski & Pafel 2004: 181–184; Hartmann & Zimmermann 2003: 180; a.o.)
support this structure reflecting the distributional properties of the prenominal constituent
and the empirical fact that PreGen and empty Det together determine the denotation of N.
Therefore, our approach accounts for the data leading to a more parsimonious analysis.
Determiners and complex prenominal structures are accounted for with the same syntactic
machinery, the parallel between NPs and sentences still holds, and the constituent structure
supported by data and literature is reflected in our analysis.

7 Conclusions
First, we have given an outline of how the DP analysis developed (Section 2). The history of the
DP analysis helps us understand how changes in the theoretical axioms of a framework lead to
changes in the analysis of NCs. This is particularly important as this development generates our
current research question: DP or NP. In Section 3, we discussed some DP analyses for German
that take into account the realisation of PreGens (Olsen 1991; Hartmann & Zimmermann 2003;
Sternefeld 2009; 2015; a.o.). We focussed on (i) the type of element selected as determiner,
(ii) how theta roles are assigned and which assumptions are needed to account for arguments
inside NCs, and (iii) which problems a theory of local selection (Sag 2007; 2012) encounters
in DP analyses. In Section 4, we have given a brief HPSG introduction in order to show the
differences (w.r.t. MGG) that allow a local NP analysis. As our analysis shows, most of the tasks
functional heads in MGG deal with are handled in the AVMs of lexical heads, enabling more
surface-oriented approaches. In Section 5, we provided a detailed and formalised analysis of
German NPs. First (Section 5.1), we concentrated on nominalisation of verbal stems and the
(verb to noun) argument inheritance accounting for the mapping between argument structure
and syntactic valency of lexemes. Second (Section 5.2), we presented the generalisation for
case assignment in the verbal and nominal domain taking also the genitive vs. von-PP variation
in German into account. Third (Section 5.3), concentrating on the prenominal position, we
showed a similar structure in some German dialects: the prenominal dative with possessive.
Moreover, we motivated the analysis of possessive elements as nominal arguments accounting
for a uniform treatment of argumental NPs and possessives, hence giving an adequate
description of the co-occurrence and constituent order restrictions. Fourth (Section 5.4 and
5.5), we showed how the syntactic and semantic combination is modelled. We provided the
phrasal constraints needed to license the structures at hand only recurring to the standard
phrasal constraints used in the framework. Furthermore, we developed a semantic account able
to provide the interpretation of PreGens also in complex and recursive structures as they are
found in corpora. In Section 6, we discussed an alternative NP analysis in HPSG: the functor
approach, and discussed the possibility to account for NPs with a raising analysis based on weak
heads. We compared the advantages and drawbacks of both analyses and concluded that our
analysis could best explain the data. As a reviewer mentioned, the DP vs. NP debate does not
necessarily concern headedness alone, but it comprises aspects of a functor-argument relation
as well and this is exactly what our analysis reflects. On the one hand, the N head projects its
properties determining its phrasal distribution. Furthermore, it determines which elements it
can be combine with, which position these elements can have, and how they are interpreted.
On the other hand, the determiner is acting as a functor on a semantic level (cf. Copestake et
al. 2001: 145) taking PreGen and N head as arguments (cf. (67)). That is, our approach allows
the double selection (Det selects N, N selects DetP)73 needed to account for the data presented
without neglecting the head status of N, which is the central question of the DP-NP debate.
73

See also the specifier treatment of determiners in Categorial Unification Grammar (Bouma 1988).
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Abbreviations
acc = accusative, dat = dative, f = feminine, gen = genitive, nom = nominative, pl = plural,
sg = singular.
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